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INTRODUCTION 

The rise in caste and communal violence day 

by day, with the loss of hundreds and thousands of 

human lives in the riots, torturE and gang rape of 

women and destruction of property, are all received 

with callous indifference. From the page~ of 

newspapers, these barbaric news is lost in tiny columns 

of centre pages. The participation of law enforces and 

protectors in these bloody riots or at times turning 

nelson eye, is casually admitted as just a parti~an 

role. Accepting these violent news insensitively, 

looks more dangerous than the riots. Though these 

developments do not show any immediate threat to the 

state, the nation is getting divided, communalised and 

criminalised. 

The main focus here is on the study of Hindu 

communalism. With the participation of coercive state 

' apparatus in communal riots, Muslim community has been 
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pushed to the walls. Their communalism have become 

more defensive. This study is made in the background 

of the emergence of ethnic movements and Hindt.t 

communalism coming as a powerful force to overwhelm 

these movements. 

The emergence of Sikh commun-alism, l<ashmiri 

issue, linguistic nationalities, et-hnic ar:td ·tri-bal 

movements in addition to the dominant Hindu and Muslim 

communalism, the situation is getting more messy. 

Within the different brands of communalism the dominant 

communalism is ambiguously recognised as nationalism. 

Instead of trying to understand these perplexing 

developments and widening the horizons of knowledge the 

social scientist have taken up the role of an 

administrator to determine, who is a national? Who is 

a communal? Who is a secular? Who is a secessionist? 

and how to control communal riots. 

But there is unanimity among the scholars 

that till 1947 everything was right, nationalism was 

( i i ) 



progressive,. it accommodated aspirations of mi nori ties 

and it was secular. Communalism was understood as 

antithetical to secular nationalism, trying to impute 

religion based cultural nationalism. 

meaning of nationalism in terms of 

Redefining the· 

the history and 

culture of the majority, assimilating leaders who· were 

critical - of the majority religion, and Indian 

nationalism being identif~ed more and more with Hindu 

chauvinism, dhar-mikta, homogenising ideology and 

statusquoist politics are post 1947 developments; The 

distortions of post 1947 nationalism of orga_nising 

politics around common religious belief, drawing 

heavily from the past, realising an ancient truth as an 

ideal and coercing subalteran cultures are to be 

removed. Once this is achieved, it is pres~med that 

Indian nationalism is put back to its original form. 

The effor-ts of writers to see a break in 

194 7, ·is to camaf 1 ouge the real nature of Indian 

nationalism. 

ahistorical. 

The study of communalism is basically 

Seeing the emergence of ethnic movements 
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as parochial, 

anti-national 

communalist, 

divisive, secessionist and 

which is also the position 

is an ideological explanati-on. 

hence 

of 

The 

pre-independe~t nationalist discourse too~ submerged 

all subalteran cultures and rallied the forces around 

the . dominant i deoi ogy of the majority community with 

traditional idioms expressed in terms of nationalism, 

as dnti-imperialist struggle. So the attempts of BJP 

to camaflouge all the identities of the masses with 

dominant Hindu identity is not a new phenomena. Many 

writers have pent up their courage to brand BJP 

communalism or Hindu nationalism as Brahminical. 

Since this accusation is made ahistorically, 

this dissertation attempts to trace the roots, 

development and consolidation of Brahminical culture in 

modern politics and tries to see the post i ndep.endent 

communal politics as the continuation of pre-

independent national politics. 

( i v) 



This study is basically a hi stori co-cul tui-al 

analysis based on secondary sources. The issues 

related to the present study is viewed historically 

rather than purely e.mpirically. Boo-ks and ar~icles 

published in the journ-als- would constitute the 

secondary source materials for the purpose of the 

study. 

cultural 

In the first chapter it is argued that the 

unification got strengthened with political 

unificatipn under colonialism and all the benefits of 

colonial modernity was appropriated by the upper 

castes. It is shown that entrenched against foreign 

onslaughts, the social fabric of Hinduism had its 

stronghold in caste system which is its corner stone. 

Brahminism was the guidin-g principle of organising 

Hindu civil society where the cosmic harmony was 

(v) 



expressed in each individual's caste guided by the 

Dharmasastras. 

Under the colonial rule Brahminism was 

strengthened further. The ~ocio-economic changes that 

took place under the British increased the cleavages i-n 

the sac:.iety. Divide and rule policy was followed by 

the British from_the beginning. Brahmins were used to 

terrorise the opponents into submission. English 

education was reserved for the Brahmins and they were 

recrui±ed into the local administration •. The sacred 

books of Brahmins were unearthed, translated, codified 

and implemented with vigour. In the economic plane to 

the changes benefited the upper castes. Brahmins who 

earlier looked at trade as inferior, now took up modern 

business. They also had interest in the agricultural 

land. Capitalism e:merged on feudal extraction, caste 

recruitments and untouchability was practised in 

industries. 

With the political unification, the secular 

subsumed the tradition. The social domination was 

<vi) 



transformed into political domination. The old rule 

through brahminical ideology was continued by the 

Social English educated Brahmins t-hrough bureaucracy. 

mobility was relax-ed only to the twice born castes. 

They got homogenized through English education, 

transport and- communication, newspapers and modern 

indu-stries. The social reform movement led by upp-er 

castes was only to remove- the irritants in a-ccepting 

modern institutions. The controversies generated by 

social reform and missionary attack on Hinduism -helped 

to develop national consciousness. 

In the second chapter, the emergence of, 

nationalism 

.orders of 

proselytizing 

denunciation 

castes and 

arose their 

is seen in the conflict between the upper 

Hindu society and the British. The 

their activities of missionaries and 

of Hinduism, discrimination of the upper 

constant alienation of Brahman community 

conscious to fight against the British. 

The formation of local political groups on the 

controversies generated by social reforms and attack on 

(vii> 



religion, and their eventual transition to national 

community took place in the capitulation over the 

question of changing the.status quo. 

Religion was the rallying force in the growth 

of nationalism. Nationalism was articulated not only 

as anti-imperial strugg'le but also to attain th.e golden 

age of vedas. ~he intellectual past time of early 

Bengalis comparing Indian tradition as superior to 

-western tradition was revived from time to time by 

Congress nationalist. Aurobindo to Tilak to Gandhi 

justified caste system in one way or the other. More 

prolifi.c of all nationalist was Gandhi who justified 

caste system and camaflouged his reactionary ideas in 

his saintliness. 

Culture, understood by different nationalist 

were not the same. Aurobindo's articulation of 

cultural nationalism was limited to Bengal and Tilak to 

Marat-ha culture. The use of religious symbols by them 

was limited to the1r province. For Gandhi national 

(viii) 



culture would mean the cow-belt culture. But 

nationalism did not embody the aspirations of the lower 

castes and never took into considerations the diverse 

culture within Hinduism-. InS-tead it built two large 

identities of Muslim and Hindu. The Hindu identity was 

built around the Brahminical culture. So nationalism 

as anti-British was to hide the anti-lower caste and 

anti-nation features of Congress nation-alism. 

In the third chapter it is_shown that the 

post independent communalism is the continuation of 

pre-independent nationalism. The formation of State in 

1947 was ·by killing the aspirations of the lower 

castes. The upper castes got t~emselves diversed into 

different colours of Marxist, democrats, secularist, 

anti-secularist etc. Unlike Pakistan which declared 

itself as Islamic State, India called itself as a 

secular state. There is nothing substantial in this 

secularism. Without calling itself Hindurastra, they 

could have the cake and at the same time eat it too. 

The Mandai Commission, the emergence of the question of 
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caste, regional and ethnic movement, all, of cours~ -in 

distorted forms, have exposed the hollowness of the_ 

set:ularism and the communal -character of the Indian 

s:tate. The- emergence of the subal teran cultural 

movements is more due to the failure of pre-independent 

nati anal ism to answer thesE questions and bui·l ding 

politics on two pan-In-dian identities of Hindu and 

Muslim. So BJP's attempt is seen as the continuation 

of pre-independent Congress politics in general 

Gandhi's politics in particular. The "quarrel 

different political parties is the quarrel of 

undi.vided family. The question of caste 

and 

of 

Hindu 

and 

nationalities are pushed to background as it was done 

during the national movement. 

* *- * 

(X) 



GENESIS OF 

COMMUNAL CONSCIOUSNESS 



The efforts that one witness to frame the 

pol i ti·cal discourse in accordance with a supposed 

struggle between secular na~ionalist forces and fascist 

communal "forces requir.es an analysis which sees the 

struggle as a pretentions one and the discourse itself 

bei:ng intrinsic to :the nature o-T political structure. 

In keeping with this line,. the Hindu-tva oriented 

p.ol i tical activity -of the BJP and the so called secular 

oriented politics of Congress and Left Parties cannot 

be seen as merely as a continuation of Hindu Mahasabha 

and Arya Samaj, and as having been effectively 

countered by the secular nationalism of the Indian 

National Congress during the pre-independence period. A 

deeper enquiry into politics of Indian National 

Congress, Hindu Mahasabha and Arya Samaj is necessary. 

Most an.:ll ys.i s on the hi story of communalism 

in India are conducted by posing two opposing 

categories: nationalism as absolute, unified, secular, 

true consciousness, hence progressive, and communalism 

as- parochial, d-isintegrative, r·eligion oriented and 
1 

hence reactionary. These categories are then injected 

into different organisations to determine their 



national or communal or progressive of reactionary 

nature. The success or failure attributed to the 

different organisations are 1 i-nked to the contrieved 

distinction' between Rationalism and communalism.. The 

Indian Nation·al Congress _which succeeded 1n replacing 

the British- ey creating an anti-i-mperia-list f.ervour is 

seen as the true embodiment of nationalism. On the 

other hand, Muslim League which pressed for the 

creation of a separate state, Pakistan, on the basis of 

religious community, and the Hindu Mahasabha with its 

religion oriented politics that directly antagonised 

Muslims are seen as the torch bearers of communalism. 

This way of analysing communalism, by contrasting 

different political organisation on the basis of an 

equation which characterizes nationalism as anti-

communal and communalism as a Hindu-Muslim problem, has 

more things to hide than reveal. 

An assumption that nationalism and 

communalism dichotomy is a conceited contrivation which 

is instrumental for the consolidation of a particular 

political structure and for defining an apprropriatly 

restrictive discourse can facilitate a proper and full 

\ 
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understanding of communalism in India. For this 

purpose further dichotomies and oppgsit~ons, obscured 

by this contrieved dichotomy should be brought out and 

shown as being related to the _purport of communalism. 

The BJP, VHP and RSS combine attempt at 

cr-eating a pan-Indian Hindu identity and achieving 

political mobilisation through anti-Muslim rhetoric may 

be linked to the pressures build{ng in the socio-

political system after the decision to implement the 

Mandai Commission recommendations. Since the Hindu 

community is not a homogeneous - one with a- common 

l_anguage, culture or race, and caste still being a 

' vital to the religion, BJP's attempt at national 

awakenin-g may be seen as having dangerous portants for 

the Muslim community directly and also indirectly 

resisting the expansion of the social base for the 

benefit of the deprived castes, and destroying the 

linguistic and cultural identities of various tribes 

and other minority groups. 

Similarly, Congress nationalism had meant for 

the Muslims, the domination of the Hindus. For, the 

..,.. 
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lower castes, it had meant the continued domination of 
2 - -

the upper castes. Therefore anti-col.onial fervour is 

inslrlfi.cient to judge the secular character of the 

"'Anti-calonial nationalism1
' ,_ as- Breui 11 y 

says, "is cl osel.y rela-ted to the coli aborator sy-stem 

.estab 1 i shed" under the .-modern col ani al State. Tt 

cannot, therefore be s~en in simp~e nationalist terms 
, 

of colonial society against imp-erial power. The 

cultural identities to which it appeals are functions 

of the forms taken by opposition politics. As there is 

never unity among the various language and other 

cultural groups which are identified in nationalist 

ideology, one can hardly see ~uch identities as the 
3 

ultimate source of the nationalist movement". He 

suggests that the division between nationalist and 

non-nationalist could be traced back to low-caste 

groups co-operating with the Raj in a common opposition 

to high caste Brahmins with western education and 
4 

nationalist sentiments. 

For instance, when a call was given by the 

Congress to boycott foreign cloth in protest against 

the partition of Bengal in 1905, the Namasudras, an 

. r __ 



uRtouchable caste in Bengal together with the Muslims 
5 

did not respond in support of the movement. When 

Sandhi called for a boycott of the visit of the Prince 

13'f Wales to India in 1922, lower caste crowds thronged. 

to see him shouting, "Rail the Prince""' "Let me see the 
6 

Prince". During the 1921 non-co-operation moyement 

Congress failed to get support from the untouchable 

caste. The Secretary of the Congress urged them to. 

support the movement and tried to assure them that 

their grievance about drawing water from public wells 

would be remedied gradually. One young man from the 

crowd got up and said --"our trouble from which we are 

suffering from centuries must wait solution, but the 

!addu of Swarajya must go into your mouth at once! We 
7 

shall see how you get Swarajya immediately". 

That a few organisations existed which 

explicitly conducted its politics on communal lines 

would not automatically bring to the congress party the 

merit of being secular and truly nationalist. The 

emancipatory, liberal ideas that legitimis~ nationalism 

must be crucially oriented to the depri~ed sections of 

the community, and in this case the p~litics of the 



Congress party should be judged with primary reference 

to its response to the grievances and aspirations of 

the 1 ower castes and oth_er marginal i sed groups. 

-in knowing how the Congr_ess related to -aspirations of 

the ~ower cas±es generated i-n the context of the influx 

of modernity that one can ascertain its true 

character. With this orientation the nature of 
. 

Congress nationalism will be subject to a detailed 

analysis to understand the problems, purposes and 

portents of communalism. In this directio~ the main 

issues that will be addressed are: (a) the nature of 

the unifying principle of Indian so~iety; (b) the 

Constitution of the educated middle class and -their 

grounds for their struggles against British; <c > the 

basis of political mobilisation by Congress and the 

reforms undertaken under colonial rule. 

The structural and institutional changes 

~rought about by the British by unifyin-g lndia- through 

an administrative machinery networks and by 

P.stablishing representative institutions~ judiciary and 

communication, drew different groups into contest_ations 

6 



of po~er. in the urban areas. These groups constituted 

mainly by upper caste Hindus sparly by Muslims and 

other minorities and lesser still by lower cas~e 

Hindus. The 1 ower castes and Musl-ims took refuge under · 

the British bureaucracy their historical 

backwardness and competed for power and position as -
distinct .groups. In this contestation of power the 

upper castes R.ad everything at stake. Where-as the 

lower castes had nothing to loose but everything to 

gain. For many groups that ~ompeted in the power 

struggle the Congress party posed itself as the most 

dominant organisation and claimed of having members 

from different parts of India., Neither the 

organisations representing Muslims, atleast till the 

Khilafat issue was taken as part of national struggle, 

nor thos~ representing lower castes claimed of this 

character. The lower caste movements largely remained 
8 

-a regional movement. Why the Congress movement alone 

remained national movement and lower caste movements 
9 

r·emai ned regi anal and came to be branded as casti est 

is the question to be answered. 

7 



Ani~ .Seal, a Cambridge historian, has pointed 

out that the English educated professionals drawn from 

the three _pr-ovinces D'f Madras, Calcutta and Bombay, -for 

various reasons _at dii=ferent -t-imes constituted the· 

level o>f all India? Though there were local rivalries 

and -gLaring national differences between south, -north 

and west, "there was still a level at which the elites 

of Bengal,. Bombay and Madras caul d work toge.ther and 
10 

this was the level of all-India". This 

characterization is inadequate because there were 

Muslims practising different professions who kept a 

distance from the Congress. Since the English educated 

class was basically drawn from the literate caste, the 

question of all caste groups jo~ning the Congress does 

not arise. So we have to find what fundamental 

unifyin-g principle of Indian society was, which gave 

the Congress qui nt-e·ssence of the unifying feature. 

Characterizing Indian society with reference 

to Hindus and Muslims as constituting two homogenous 

communities is to hide the hetrogenity that exists, 

within. The traditional society wa-s replete with 

distinct castes like Brahman, Raj put, Namboodiri, 



Nayars, Vaishnavikas, Chamar, Chanda! or 

Bhangi. Even the Muslim were iqentified as memb~rs of 

particular 'social class, involvement in .which defined 
11 

to a -I arge- extent t·he par a-meters of' social 1 if e .. • 

T-he broad -c:at.egories of Hindus and Muslims were 

imposed by the Britis-h. 

In India men were born into- different castes 

graded by Dharma to be strictly followed by the member 

of each caste. The Dharmarastras offered a syste~ of 

law and organisation for the establishment of the Hindu 
12 

State and social structure. The social 

stratification based in a heirarchy of castes with 

birth determining the social status, justified by Hindu 

religious and upheld by priestly class, was not 

disturbed even after two long rule of non-Hindus, 

Muslims and British. Though there were overt 

differences of region and language, yet there was an 

underlying principle of unity. The underlying 

fundamental unity is ideological, the Brahminical 

tradition. Caste, the place of Brahmans, the cow, the 

sacred texts were all elements of Hinduism, the 

Brahmi~ical ideology was powerful force in maintaining 

9 



the integrity of Hindu society. The ideology that gave 

cosmic harmony as well as unity and continuity can be 

traced to 1 iterary traditions common to a-ll Brahmans 

and accepted by an twice born caste_s .. Reciting 

Bayatri Mantra, Upanayana ceremony or sacr-ed t-hread 

ceremony, sacredness of co~, vedas and upan-ishads were 

common to all the Brahmins from Kashmir to Kanyakumari. 

fits M.N. Srinivas says, a Brahmin i-n Uttar- Pradesh does 

not share in the same regional culture as a local 

chamar, but he (also> shares some cultural forms with 
13 

Brahmins everywhere in India from Kashmir to Camorin. 

Ma-ny scholars have discussed Brahminical 

ideology constituting the fundamental unity of 
14 

India 

and organisation o~ Hindu society. Most of the 

nationalists Who refuted the British d-enial of 

existence of (a uniform entity called) India and 

emphasised on regional identies, derived their strength 

from the Brahminical tradition. It is with reference 

to the ideology of Brahminism that national figures 

from Bankimchandra, Vive-kananda, Lala Lajpat Rai, 

Aurobindo to Bipin Chandra Pal spoke of the unity of 

India as a continued importance. 'The meeting of the 

10 



Indian National Congress in 1885 is a great symbol of 
15 

this~ says Embree. ·sa the Hindu communalism of Arya 

Samaj_ and Hindu -Mahasabha for its emphasis on vedic 

religion and- Hindu- nationalism of Congress as 

perc-ei.ved by Musl i m are one and the same. The 

Brahmif1ical. culture of 'Brahmins and acc-epted by other 

-twic-e-born caste, who were- spread all over India got 

homogenised through English education and unified 

through bureaucracy, transport and communication. 

Congress was the quintessance of this colonial impact. 

It should also be noted that Brahminical 

ideology constituting the underlying principle of unity 

and organisation of society, was based on exploitation. 

As Dharma Theertha says, ,Brahmanism is a system of 

socii-religious domination and exploitation of the 

Hindus based on caste, priestcraft and false 

p-hilosophy--caste representing a scheme of domination~ 

priestcraft the means of exploitation and false 

philosophy on justification of both castes and priest-
16 

craft". Ashok Rudra has argued that exploitation of 

one class by another unlike in the west which was 

maintained by violence, was maintained by ideology in 

1 1 



India. ~The Sudra was in_doctrinated to accept without 

prot-est the • Sudra Dharma • and the Chandal a 1 i ved hi-s 

life according to_ the canons applicable to his station--

Dharma put the highest premium on the acceptance of 

one's st-ation in life and the existing social order and 
17 

precluded a-n-y idea of .reb-i.ll ion-

It is also to be ta-ken note of that 

'Brahminical ideal ogy•, as Embree says, 'cannot be 

confined to one group, but rather a set of values, 

indeed, concepts, practices and myths -that are 

identifiable in the literary tradition and social 
18 

institution.• F9r example Gandhi was a bania, not a 

Brahmin, but his ideas confirm to the basic thrust of 

Brahminical tradition. To Gandhi: 

"a Hind-u i-s anyon-e who, born in a Hindu 
family in India, accepts the vedas, the 
Upanishads and Puranas as Holy books, who has 
faith in the five Yam-as of truth, non-vio
lence etc. and practices them to the best of 
his ability; who believes in the existence of 
the atman (self) and the parmatman <Supr~me 
self> and believes, further, that the atman 
is never born and never dies but, through 
incarnation in the body, passes from 
existence to _existen-ce and is capable of 
attaining moksha; who believes that moksha is 
the supreme end of h-uman striving and 
believes in Varnashram and cow 
protection." (19) 

1 r-, .L 



Today Brahminism has perculated downwards and thousands 

of castes have emerged each deriving a satisfaction 

that below them there are some castes. 

Under -colonialism Brahmin-ism was -strengthened 

further, Divi-d-e and rule pol icy was not a :twentieth 

century ph-enomenon. The British had f-ollowed the 

_pol icy of stre.ngthening, from time t:..o time.,- those 

social groups which were conducive to their rule. The 

first beneficiary of this policy were Brahmins. After 

dislodging Muslims and French, the British continued 

the policy of the predecessors. The Mohamedans too had 
20 

patronised temples as they yielded income. The 

British as they annexed new territories pledged to the 

continuation of all rights, privileges and immunities 

enjoyed by the temple priests urider the former Hindu or 

Muslim ruler and participated in 
21 

the religious 

festivals. They not only renovated many old temp-les, 
22 

but also maintained it at enormous cost. When 

pressure was built to withdraw from the management of 

temP,les only in 1833 the British severed the management 

of temples in 1863 after handing over them to local 

tru~tees and committees constituting only Brahmins who 

1-:r 
~· 



23 
were never the owners. Moreover the British 

codified the laws of Hindu according to Brahminical 

doctrines and 

interpretations 

made Brahmins as 
24 

:of Hindu 1 aw. To 

the final 
~ 

coerce th-e 

opponents into sub.mi ssi on, British used the caste 

ceurts pl""esided over by the Brahmins., 
25 

where any 

adverse juclg.ment me-ant social death. The Brahminic 

law was extended to all those who were not Mohamedans 

and Christians, by which hundreds of castes and tribes 

who never believed in Hindu customs and belief were 

encompassed into Hindu fold. Morever, the Sanskrit 

scriptures and Sastras were translated and elevated to 

the ~tatus of authoritative books. The early British 

administrators and judg_es more looked like Manu's 

l<shatriya who come to protect Brahmins and preserve 

Brahminism. 

defencing, 
26 

Hinduism. 

The non-interf~rence in religion meant 

preserving and fostering Brahminical 

One of the most critical process in the 

. transformation of tradition pertains to changes in the 

14 



traditional social hierarchy and accommodation of the 

If the principle of a_ new system of hierarchy. 

consolidation of British strengthened Brahminism, their 

economic reforms benefitted upper castes further"' and 

brought further miserie_s to the masses. 

The most important ref-or-m, .brought by the 

British which chan:ged the land -relati.ons was the 

introduction of- Permenant Settlement. The purpose of 

introducing this legislation was to give the land to 

the thrifty class, who after paying fixed revenue, 

would improve the land, protect the cultivators and 

improve the general property of their countrymen. As 
. 

a consequence of implementing Permenant Settlement, the 

zamindars who were only revenue collectors under the 

Mughul period was ~eclared as permenant owners. In 

fact earlier land had belonged to peasantry who enjoyed 
27 

heriditary occupancy rights. The new owners of land 

were banias, inferior zamindars and taluqdars who had 

no interest in the land nor the welfare of the 

cultivators- They prefered tq lease portions of their 

properties to others who in turn played the role of 

rentiers so that with a short.span of time, as many as 

15 



four or five layers of parasitic intermidiaries stood 

between a great zamindars, who tendered account to 

British government for an estate bequathed to him in 

perpetuity, and the humble tenant i-n the '!'i 11 age, who 

cultivated a few ac-res t-o the barest of subsist-ence for 
28 

hi-mself and his de_p;endents. 

Initially the zamindars had t-e p·ay nine-tenth 

of the revenue and keep one tenth. Defaulting 

zamindar~s land were auctioned for highest bidder and 

thus _replaced by new zamindars. Invariably the 

auctioned land went to upper castes like Brahmins, 
29 

Mahajans or urban money lenders says Dhanagere. 

Krishnakanta Nandi, Ganga, Govinda Sinha and the 

Tagores were some of the new zamindars who had amassed 
30 

~ortunes by serving.the raj and its representatives. 

The colonisation of the economy increased 

scope for the many upper caste Hindus to start modern 

business which was unknown to them. Apart from 

Brah-mins., l<ayasthas and Vai shyas of Bengal were first 
31 

beneficiaries of the colonial expansion. As the 

British went on expanding by ~efeating local Kings and 
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chieftains the Indian merchants thrived by being 

brokers or banians. The banians no-t;. on-ly benefitted by 

collaborating with the Company but also by serving in 

other ways. ~okul Shoshal ~s banian to Governar 

Verclat, Krishnakant Nandi t.-o Waren Hast-ing-s- and Sykes. 

Ber-nosi G~osh was dewan to the co-llector of Calcu-tta 

and :l-ent money to the Company~ s servants f,or -their 
32 

_ private t-rade. Jamesit:i. Jiji Bhai, the first Indian· 

baronet who owned ships and big ship bu±l-ding d-ock, and 

invested in newspapers and joint-stock banks was the 
33 . 

confidential adviser to many Governors of Bombay. 

The Parsis became rich being contractors for British, 

supplying grain and other commodities to their 

cantonments and lending money to their soldiers and 

officers. After the advent British in the east the 
34 

Marwaris of Matlarashtra moved to Assam. 

Most of the banian invested in land and 

founded big zamindari families. In Bengal 

professional and commercial interests were introwoven 

with economic i nt~rest i-n l_and and this class f')roved to 

be more oppressive than old zamindars. In Bombay and 

Madras Presidencies the old literary classes held 

17-
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considerable interest in land. In North-Western 

_ProY;ince the Rajputs, with some Brahmans constituted 

the bulk of under proproitors, including proprietors of 
36 

Mahals~ This prof-essional and commerciaL -classes _in 

the cities were the great drvi ng force. which sought t.o 

create -a neW UAit.y, -a nati-onalist. Unci_t.y-, among 

different sect_ors o-f sa·c:.iety in the sub-:continent. ln 

their attempt to f-orge this unity, Ravinder Kumar says 

that the professional and commercial classes used their 
37 

linkages with rural society to great effect. 

Marx and Engles wrote in Communi~t 

manifesto~~the bburgeoisic, wherever it has got the 

upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, 
38 

patriarchal, 

idyllic relationship~. But in India the capitalist 

did" not emerge by struggling against feudal forces, 

instead derived strength from it and sustained by 

depending on feudal lords and princes. One of the 

chief sources of capital for industries came from 

feudal princes like Gwalior, Mysore, Baroda, Indore and 

Travancore, ~nd from big landlords like Maharajas of 
39 

Darbhanga and Bardhman. The Indian big bourgeosic 

itself was. involved in feudal land ownership and 
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extractions of rent. Man-y of them have been big 
40 

landlords and usurers. 

The capitalist class basicall-y drawn from 

-superior castes did no~ change the tr- a:d i- ti -on-al 

consci-ousness. Speaking- -the 1 anguaqe of- modernity and 

practising modern busin-ess, the emergin-g -bourgeoi--si-e 

had sacred ideas about cast-e system and the ~r_adi ti anal 

caste practices. The Indian managing houses such as 

the Birlas, the Tatas, the Dalmias and the Thapars 

appointed directors and managers, secretaries 
41 

engineers from their region and caste. G. D. 

and 

Birla 

said that he thought 7 caste is what holds this country 

together. Abolish caste and India is in trouble'. His 

brother B.M. Birla wrote to Vallabhai Patel on 5th 

June, 1947 <immediately after the plan for transfer of 

power was adopted>: "Is it not time that we should 

consider Hindustan as a Hindu state with Hinduism as 
42 

the State Religion". Moreover untouchability was 

practised in industries. The 1886-87 memorandum of 

Jones pointed out that 'tt:l-e general r-un of hands 

willnot work with lower castes, and latter have to be 

kept in certain parts of- room to thems.lv~s and in some 
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cases in a separate bulidirig'. Though lower castes 

made a representation to_ Bombay government complaining 

against high caste Hindus and appealed for government 

employment in public ~ervice, the government refused 

because the caste Hindu officials would n-either 

associ ate with them nor allow ·others t.o_ wor·k with 
43 

them. The lower castes were not _only dep~ressed 

socially but also economically. 

These economic changes did not evolve 

directly through the existing socio-economic system. 

It was in the nature of consignment that was imposed 

and eage~ly appropriated by the upper castes. The 

appropriation fluxed social domination with economic 

dominatiofl. More importantly, the political 

unification of India whic~ was unknown to Brahminism 

enabled the secular to sub~ume the sacred. The 

successful diarming of princes and local chieftains arid 

their substitution with bureaucracy meant the end of 

rule by sword and the beginning of rule by pen. This 

bridged the gap between the state and civil society. 

The impact of the political 'unity was the 

transformation of social dominance into political 

dominance. 
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The expanding bureaucracy required educated 

men who could be employed. ~From anci:ent times the 

-higher castes of Ind-i_a had been the administrators of 
, 

~1 i terati of th-eir c-ommuni ti--es. Si~nce higher educati-on 

under -the Bri tisb was- to- off-er empl-oyment which wa-s 

tradi t-ion.ally theirs-, the new elites .:mov-ed 
44 

unansw-eri ngl y down these avenues- of advancem~nt ·-" 

The British _policy was -also conducive to the upper 

caste interest. Elphinstone who inspired the 

foundation of the college at Bombay favoured the 

preservation of Brahminical heritage of the Marathas 

since he feared the widespread education among the 

lower caste would bring disaffection among the upper 
45 

castes, the ruling forces of the society. The new 

educated class basically ~rawn from the literate caste 

moved into professional jobs 1 ike journalism~ 

medicine~ teaching and law. The early supporters of 

Congress were the members of legal 
46 

their clients. 

professionals and 

With decline in the prosperity in land 

arising from division of land many priestly and 

literate caste thronged to English high schools to get 
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just enough education to fit them for clerical jobs. 

This - class the British called 'the professional 

agi tatnrs• -sprang from among the • hungry• but educated. 
47 

""mal contents• -whase numbers swelled annua-11 y. Othe.r 

than g-etting- into bure.aucra:c:y educated class was 

neither inter-este:d in -m-a-ss e.ducati on or 
48 

econ:omic 

development. Moreover the brown bureaucracy 1 argel y 
49 

remained Br~hminical, dom:insted by upper cast.e.. Its 

influence however was limited to certain big ities and 

large towns. The rural area which constituted 80/. of 

the population did not experience any impact of the 

bureaucracy. Since India's tradition of caste 

authoritarianism fit~d in well with the imperial 

scheme of things, Indian bureaucracts who usually 

belong to higher castes, were quick to step 
50 

shoes of British who left India. 

All these socio-economic and 

changes took place without any social change. 

into the 

political 

Unlike 

in the west where· political changes rose on the 

crumbl i ngs of old feudal order, in India the political 

changes empowered those who wielded social power. The 

new order was the continuation of the old order. This 



newly emer-ged educated, commercial 

classes are put in the category of 
51 

and professional 

~middle-class~ by 

B. B. Kisra. To designate this -emerging group as 

middl-.e class is- to ~ sacr.i fice social .reality fur 
52 

soci-ologi-cal e1 eganc:e·~ .. To und-erstand their nature 

of. the middle ~-1-as:s Dne has t.co understand their 

religion, -caste, li-n-g~o~-istic and economic situation. 

What impact did the emerging classes have due to the 

changes brought by the British? How did these classes 

react to the legislation which would have changed the 

statusquo is to be known. 

The educated, professional, commercial and 

industrial classes were primarily drawn from upper 

caste. Their higher status in social hierarchy gave 

them a better position to appropriate the advantages in 

secular avenues. They not only practised 

untouchability in industries but also prevented 
53 

lower 

castes in getting education. Blocking social 

mobility for the lower castes forced them to struggle 

for establishing their superior status within the 

hierarchy of caste system. As long as statusquo was 

maintained there were no complaints. But the upper 



castes were quick to organi~e to prevent any attempt by 

the British to bring change which threatened their 

positi-on. The cancellation of Permanent Settlement and 

re_$umption of rent --free lands ag:i ta:ted the zamindars 

mind. Together with noR-official British community ·the 

·Eng~l ish educated Indians ·tn Calcutta or-ganised 
54 

a 

protest and called it ~-the Black Act~ • .But what 

alarmed the Hindu community and reinforced their 

traditional social and cultural bonds was government~s 

attempt to alter the traditional Hindu law of 

inheritance. The Lexi Loci Act of 1845 proposed to 

make certain changes in the Hindu law of inheritance 

so as to enable Hindu converts to Christianity to have 

a share in the ancestral property. No sooner the draft 

was published the Hindus o~ Madras and Bengal 

submitted memorials against it in which they alleged 

that the proposed law would seriously interfere with 

their ancient usages and customs~ in violation of the 
55 

earlier government~s assurance of non-interference. 

In the fight against the Lexi Loci Act~ the orthodox 

Dharma Sabha which fought against ban of 5-ati, the 

Brahma Samaj which defended the ban of Sati, 

conservative Tattva Bodhini Sabha, the 1 iberal and 



reformer, gross idolator and pure vedantist, all were 
56 

united. 

The interest of the 1 anded c1. ass was also 

protected .by the Congress. In 189-9 the Punjab Land 

-Alienation Bill was introduced in the Central 

Le-gislative Coun.ci 1 which wa-s to restric-t the mortgage 

of 1 ands in Punj_ab, so that money I enders might net 

easily have them transferred to their decree•. The 
57 

Congress opposed the passage of the bill and thus 

protected the interest of of Hindu trading castes, 

money lenders, officials, businessman and 

professionals. All had fou~d their investment in land 

checked; and .lawyers suffered a serious diminution of 
58 

income from the decline in litigation. This 

statusquoist interest was portent in Brahminical 

revivalism and orthodox bodies. 

' In a society contaminated by evil practices 

of *ntouchability, the lower castes being denied basic 

rights like use of public roads, p~blic wells and 



colonial modernity like English education anC: 

employment in bureaucracy not perculating downwards, 

social or reli_qious reform do not mean the- same th-ing • 
. , 

For a lower caste getting .education, which is denied-

for centuries, is not re-form, bL1t political revolt. So 

political awareness as becoming con.sciou.s of ~ights 

which is denied because of bi-rth has to be seen in the 

Lower castes. But .it is generally said to begin with 

the renaisance of Raja Ram Mohan Roy who worked for the 

abolition of Sati with the help of British. As a 

matter of fact, long before Roy took up the cause of 

Sati, in 1802 the Ezhavas and other unapproachable 

caste wom~n of Kerala revolted against the upper castes 
59 

by covering their breasts which was prohibited. 

Jotiba Phule in later half of the ninteenth century 
60 

started schools for girls and untouchables. So it-is 

preposterous to see the first signs of political 

awakening in Raja Ram Mohan Roy's crusade. 

Since the pioneering social reformers t.oJere 

. 
upper castes, issues taken up by them is projectd as 

national problems. For instance Sati was an issue 

which concerned only upper caste Hindus, is seen as a 
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national evi 1. Therefore any analysis of social 

reforms has to be looked in the light of the question 

of cast'e. What were the issues, taken up by the social 

reformer-s? How did the educated class defy th-e-

ort*todox-y? And whom did it benefit? 

Like Roy who est.abl i-shed- Brahmo Sa-maj few 

other -educated Tndi ans t,aok up certain issues whi-ch 

they thought as important, which antagonised the 

Brahmin orthodoxy. To c6unter the abolition of Sati 

the orthodox had formed a conservative body called 
61 

Dharma Sabha. Although its original purpose was 

defeated it continued to exist and discussed_ religious 

and social questions and also directed its attention to 
62 

the promotion of Sanskrit in Bengal. 

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar pleaded for 

remarriage of widows and abolition of polygamy which 
63 

was more prominent among l<ulin Brahmins of Bengal. 

Though not intended widow remarriage movement became 

the f-irst social reform to get a national character. 

Under the inspiration of Vidyasagar Vishnusastri Pandit 

with other young reformers like l<rishnasarti 
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Chiplunkar, Lokahitwadi, R.G. Bhandarkar and M.G.Ranade 

founded Vidhavavivahothyaka Sabha <society for 

_promoting widow remarriage) in Bombay. Unlike 

Vi dyasagar who, wa-nted to le.gal i se the remarriage of 

widows through l: egi slat i-an, Vi sbnusastri wanted 
64 

validations :from· the religi-eus au'l:-hority.· 

~the 

The 

orthodox was quick to respond and founoed Vithoba Anna 

Daftardar- of Poena to -resist the influence of widow 

remarriage association. In Madras Presidency 

Virasalingam Pantulu founded the Rajahmundry Social 

Reforms Association in 1878 and began hi.s crusade 

against enforced widowhood. Soon thereafter in 

northern India the newly established Arya 
65 

Samaj 

advocated remarriage of widows. Keshav Chandra Sen 

an outspoken social reformer of Brahma Samaj who broke 

away from Debendranath Tagore and started Adi Brahma 

Samaj advocated the rise of the age of marriage for 

girls to si>:teen and propagated a simplifie-d version of 

the marriage ceremony. 

All t~e reform that were undertaken by 

educated Hindus and the controversy it generated had no 

reference to the problems of the lower castes. Morever 
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defying orthod~xy for many educated Hindus meant 

drinking excessively, eating beef and embracing 

Christ-i~anity which were confined to individual protest 

and _mostly e:arried out secr"E!tly. The Parahamsa Mandali 

founded in :t-849 at Bombay El.p-h i nstone College, 

dedi-cated its-el-f to t-he d-estruction of pol ythei 5-Jll_ and 

system-, requi-red to eat food coo-ked by-

untouchables or Chr-istians and d-in€ regardless .o-f 
66 

caste, tribes, but held its meeting secretly. Though 

reformers opposed caste theoratically, every bit of it 

was practised by them. The father of Indian renaisance 

Raja Ram Mohan Roy who said that 'distinction of caste, 

introducing innumerable division and sub-division 

among them has entirely deprived them of patriotic 
67 

feeling', did not eat !i-Ii th other castes or reli.gious -

communities and the Brahmin sacred thread adorned his 
68 

neck till the end of his life. Whatever reforms were 

undertaken, the reformer themselves never followed it. 

The radical Keshav Chandra Sen who propagated the rise 

in age for marriage of girls and simple marriage 

ceremony, married his daughter who was not yet thirteen 

to a boy who was not yet sixteen with orthodox 
69 

~eremonies. Ranade who propagated widow remarriage 
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did not marry a widow, but married a 11 year old girl 

when his first wife died and did prayaschita <penance) 
70 

for t_aking tea from Christian missionaries. 

The- reformers. attemp-ts to eradicate social 

eviTs war me:ant to fortify Br-ahmi-ni sm and not we-aken 

it. T-his is quite clear in the- emphasis on removal of 

evil institutions like sati, child marriag~, p.ol yg-amy 

and widow re-marriage which were customs and practices 

of upper caste. Removing these social evils meant 

strengthening them and not the lower castes. This is 

also quite evident from Raja Ram Mohan Roy's own 

statement. He said:"the ground which I took in all- my 

controversies was not that of opposition to Brahminism, 

but to a preservation of it; and I endeavoured to show 

that the idolatory of the Brahmins was contrary to the 

practices of their ancestry and the principles of the 

ancient books and authorities which they profess to 
71 

revere and obey". The ideals of reforms was defined 

by educated men and 'social reform' did not ordinarily 

mean a reorganisation of the social structure at large, 

but for the benefit of lower castes, instead it meant 

the infusion into the existing social structure of new 
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the infusion into the existing social structure of new 

ways of life and thought, the society would be 

preserved, -while its members would be transfor-med" 
72 

ob-serve-s. -Hei msat-h. 

'[he e--lement o:f _progressiveness i~n these 

social refor.ms- was of no help to the lower e-stes. But 

the controversies it generated -helped the upper C-as-tes 

to communicate all over India. Transport and 

communication, and news papers were effectivly used 

to propagate different views. This helped to create 

all India consciousness. As K.N. Panikkar observes: 

,-During the course of nineteenth cen;tury the 
intellectuals were brought together, either 
in opposition or in unity, in a series of 
struggles over socio-cltural issues. Between 
the debate over the abolition of Sati in 
Bengal in the early part of the ninteenth 
century and national controversy over the Age 
of Consent Bill during the closing decades a 
number of public questions became their 
common concern. The anti-conversion Petition, 
the Anti-Idolatry Memorial, the Le>:i Loci 
Act, the Widow Marriage Act and the Civil 
Marriage Act are to mention a few. The 
formation of local and regional intellectual 
communities and their eventual transition to 
a national community can be deserved during 
the course of agitation over these 
issues. " ( 73) 



So central to the nation-al awakening was the 

q~est for reinforcing the traditional culture. The 

colonial conquest strengthened the traditional order. 

All the bene.fits of coloni--al modernity were 

appropriat:ed by the higher or:ders of the Hindu society. 

When the appropria-ti-on was getting diminished due to 

more competition from the lower orders of the society, 

the national awa-kening emerged with anti-British 

agenda. This awakening was a communal awakening. 

* * * 
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COMMUNL MOORINGS_ 

IN 

INDIAN NATIONALISM 



Th-e British imperial order and the 

introduction of modernity through colonialism gener_ated 

forces of national unity. The educated class of the 

twice born -easte.s g_ot homogeni sed through English 

·education. This helped in removing linquistic barriers 

between regions-. As long as i-mperial order of thin9s 

-
went with the in:ter-ests of the -benef-iciaries of 

mod-ernity, there were no con-flicts. As Prahha Dixit 

puts it .:: 

"Until the display of racial. arrogance was 
confined to the lower orders, e.g., coolies 
1n the tea plantation, domestic servants, 
etc. , did not prick the conscience or bruise 
the ego of the educated Hindus. But when it 
was extended to Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, 
Bipin Chandra Pal, Surendra Nath Banerjea, or 
Aurobindo Ghosh, an insult to the national 
honour was suddenly discove,red."l 

The early manifestation of confrontation 

appeared in Bengal with the resumption of rent-free 

lands. The Lexi Loci Act a-nd the Punjab Land 

Alienation Bill had made the landlords to organise and 

maintaine economic statusquo. At the cultural level, 
2 

th-e aggressive missionary activities of 

proselytising, denouncing Hinduism, establishment of 

English education and spread of Christianity which 



influenced few educated Hindus to do away with some 

customs and practices forced many orthodox Hindus to 

defend the existin9 social customs and practic_es. 

Stray cases of convers-ion- creat-ed a lot _of excitement 
3 

and alarm among th:e upper caste -Hindus. 

wanted t-he benef±ts of -English rule_, 
4 

The natives 

but· ·not t-heir 

inter-ference in the-religion. Rival associat.ions had 

emerged to counter the r.efor·ms organisations. To 

check the influence of Br~b.!!!~ .§~t!b.~, Qb.~r:!!!~ §~Q.b.~ was 

found by conservative Hindus but more importantly the 

denunciation of Hinduism by Christian missionaries and 

the renunciation of ancestral faith by many educated 

Indians, united both the liberal and orthodox Hindus. 

To check the inroads made by Christian Missionaries 

they found many organizations. Some liberal Hindus 

under the leadership of Debendranath Tagore started a 

society called Ib~tt~~t!Q9bini Sabha whose object was 

to propag-ate an ancient, dignified and intelectual form 

of Hinduism and thereby 'put a bar to the spread of 
5 

athiesm and of Christianity~. 

(soci-ety +or the defence of eternal 

religion) founded in Calcutta 1873 and the Dharmam 

Mahamandali <Gr~a~ Religious Association> established 
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6 
two decades lat-er were two vital orthadox bodies. Raj 

Narain Bose an old student of Hind-u college claimed the 

superiority of Hindu religion and establi-shed -.:soci-ety 

for the prometi-on -of National Feeling among the 

edLLcaate-cL "Natives of Ben-g-al • to r-esist imitation of 

west and revive tb:e old ide_as,- tra-dition and customs in 
7 

every walk .of life~ In M-aharashtra Gangadharsastri 

Phadke, in 1852, published article called 

!:::!!.D.£!!:!Q!:l2!:!!!2!:2!::t~~2 <the principle of Hindudharma) where 

he defended the existing beliefs and practices of 

Hinduism. Another weighty Sastri, Krishnasastri Sathe 

insisted that it is not by the abolition of caste but 

by industry, courage, desire that politic~! supremacy 

is to be recovered. He expressed fear that Government 

policies were encouraging the lower caste to desert 

their traditional social rules, their only proper 
8 

and 

satisfying posi-tion in ordained order of things. 

The uncritical deience of Brahminism by many 

orthodox Hindus justifying the evil practices and 

return to Y'2"CD.~~hC2!!! Qb.2C!!!2 put them in a more 

vulnerable position against foreign religion. For many 

liberal and orthodox Hindus, defence· of Hinduism 
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against the onslought of missionaries became the 

defence of the existing exploitative social order. 

With challenges posed to the Hindu social order due to 

the political dwakening of the lower castes who took up 

education and sought protective discrimination, caste 

-Could- not be j-ustifiabl-e in religious terms a-lone. 

Brahmini cal revivalism was ano~her attempt to justify 

caste system. T-he revivalist j'ustifi-ed ca~te, not by 

religion but by rationality. 

One of the most important revivalist was 

' 
Dayanand Saraswati who reformed certain abuses of 

orthodoxy, but at the same time remaining close to 

orthodoxy made Hinduism more defensible against foreign 

religion. Dayananda beholded people from taking bath 

from Ganga in times of festivals, condemned the 

Shraddha ceremonies for the dead and said that service 
9 

and loving care should go rather to the living. He 

criticised the practice of preparing horoscopes and 

advocated the marriage of virgin widows, but not other 

who ,a:re given ni yog-a as a substii. tute for~ of 
10 

temporary 

marriage. One of the important issues among the 

upper castes was the ex-comm~nitation of those who went 
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abroad. Dayananda ridiculed the practice of ex-

communication and wrote th~t those who went abroad 

became fearless and bold, and attained great power and 

prosperity by studiously imbibing the qood qualities 

and adop±_ing the g_ood customs and manners of the 

fOr-e-igners and rejecti.ng_ thei.r faults, evi 1 babi ts and 
11 

bad manner-s. 

Like Roy, Dayanand too continued the tradition 

of upper caste social reforms. Most important among 

all the reforms-of was his ideas of caste system which 

was echoed by many nationalists. Though Dayananda 

rejected the current basis of caste system~ he adhered 

to the vedic notion of four Varnas of Brahmin, 

Kshatriya Vaishya and Shudras. Though he did not 

propose the abolition of ·caste system, but found 

flexibility in the Vedic concept of caste. According 

to Dayananda, in the eyes of God man was not born into 

any Varna but was identified according to the life he 
12 

I ed. This notwithstanding Dayananda Saraswathi 

rejected inter-dining as well as int~r-marriBge. He 

found harm in taking food from lower castes, <for these 

bodies are not so pure and free from impurity, stench 
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or other kinds of daint ••••••••• the body of the low 

caste is full of atoms and stench and other noxious 
13 

matter. Regarding marriage he wrote, ~marriage 

snould take place in their own Y~~Q~, i.e. a Brahmin 

man should be married t-o a Brahmin women; a Kshatr-iya 

to- a Ksha.triya, a Vaishya to a- Vaishya a~d- a Sudra to a 

Sudra. Thi-s wi 11 mai-ntain the integrity of eac:.h Varna 
14 

as well as g-ood rel-ations". 

Unlike other reformers who discarded 

everything Indian, Dayananda Saraswati made Vedas as 

the centre of his discourse. He elevated the Vedas 

into an authoritative source of Hinduism and considered 

it superior to Quran and Bible. He concluded that 

"those who failed to accept his ideal visions or who 

to acknowledge the Veda alone as the original 

complete and true source of revealed system and 

·national knowledge were either hypocritical or 
15 

thoroughly of a low character" (anarya). Also 

Dayananda was the first to take up seriously of 

bringing b(lck converted Hindus, but his •shuddi' of 

bringing back conv~rts was nothing to do with the 

reform o~ caste system. It was taken in the context of 
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Christian converts (about 4000 by 1881> in Punjab where 

the fear of Christian threat was engendered in their 
16 

mind. 

Crysta-l! ising Hinduism around 13rahmi ni: cal 

tradition, ma-ki:-ng_ Vedas as an au:thoritati ve text~ 

-remov-ing iritants in nigher cast-e ascent to se.cl;ll ar 

spheres and claiming caste sys.tem a-s sup-erior form of 

social organisation over European social order, 

Dayananda Sara-swati made Hindu religion more defensive 
17 

against foreign religion. Cultural order is the 

reflection of the natural order. At the cultural level 

caste system was raised to the spiritual form of social 

organisation which was against the interest of the 

lower caste. If nationalism is the ideology of masses 

· representing so-cial change, how did Indian national 

movement attempted to resolve the question 

disparities and conflicts between regional and caste 

movements? What was the attitute of the nationalist 

leaders towards social reforms? What were their 

opinions ab-out caste system? And how di-d they mobilise 

the m~sses against imperialism, are some of the issues 

which wi!l be discussed here. 
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When the educated -cl-ass of the Madras,_ Bombay 

and Ca-lcutta provinces j_oined to farm Congress, the 

question of gend-er and caste wer£ t-he two ques_tions 

that had- -gained p~eponderance. Both tt-le questions of 

1 i her at i ng women and 1 ower castes ,were i nter-1 in ked 

because ttre same set:- of values whi-ch had 'kept the 1 ower 

castes subjugated also kept women degraded. Both had 

only duties, no rights. 

In 1884 William Wedderburn's proposal to start 

a high school for girls created a controversy. He 

recognised education for women as one of the 

prerequisite of thorough going reforms. Tilak who 

rep-reseted orthodox's point of view expressed that the 

duty of t-he girl was 'to look after the house'. By 

offeri n.g girls and boys euality of educational 

opportunities, he argued in ~§-saci, society would 

merely suffer because in this world the spheres of duty 
18 

of women are_ differnt., from those of men. 



The Congress did not _take up any social 

issues, but confined itself to political reforms. 

Daddabhai :Naor-oj i in his pr-esidential address at second-

< 

Congress made it clear- that, the National Con-gress must 

confine itself to questic;-,s in which the enti-re nati.on 

has a direct par-ticfpati on~ and i.t mus:t 1 eave the 

adjustment of Social Reforms, 
19 

and other c.Lass 

questions,. to class c-a:ngr-ess. It wa-s National Soci a-1 

Conference, created or-an an adjunct to National 

Congress, took up social issues. Social Conference, 

an upper caste social reform organisation, for the 

first time questioned th~ organisation of Hindu society 

on caste lines. The Social Conference in 1895 passed a 

resolution favouring the uplift of 
20 

succeeding conferences r-eaffirmed the motion. 

and 

R.G. 

Bhandar-kar- in his presidential address despaired of 

seeing a united nation so long as caste distiction 

prevailed; "the rigid system of caste" he said, "which 

has eroded the vitals of this country, will ever act as 

a heavy drag on one race towards a brighter future". 

He observed that, 'ca-ste feeling is of the same kind as 

nati anal feeling, but its mischievious consist in its 
21 

being confined to a small community ..... ' But Ranade 
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who represented the sentiments and fears of the 

majority of the Conf-erence did not take a strong stand 

against caste organisation of society. For most of the 

reformers 'th-e line o-f least r-esi-sl:ence• the doctrine 

of K. T. Telang defined~ the direction in which social 

change should 
22 

proceed a,s well as its- method and 

pace. 

Ti 1 ak wh-o shared s-i-mi 1 ar views with Naoroj i 

and other Congress leaders regarding social reform 

being iniompatible with nationalism held that the 

Congress should not only ignore social reform but -also 

adopt open hostility to Social Conference. Malbari's 

campaign for the raising of age of marriage gave Tilak 

the opportunity to launch crusade ·against social 

reformers. The 'Hinduism in danger' cry found the 

backbone of most of th.e opposition arguments. Tilak 

led an unscrupulous attack on the supporters of the 

bill. His newspaper set the tone of orthodoxy outraged 

and nationalism insulted by the threats of 
23 

intervention in Hindu soci.al practices. 

Government 



In 1895, two years a~ter Tilak started 

Gana_pati festivals to strengthen Hindus, gave him 

courage to challenge the use of Nati anal Congress 

meeting facilities by National Conference at -~oona 

Session. Thou-gh majority favot~red the use of the 

pavi 1 ion by the Conference,. -Ranad-e succumbed to the 

..anti-reform faction led by Tilak as. well as to the 

pressures within the Congres? to avert a split in the 
24 

Congress. 

To counter Anil Seal's argument that the 

Congress composed of English educated and 

professional men drawn from the three provinces of 

Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, few Indian historians 

point out that the Congress represented a much wider 

r·ange of interest and social composition and,· political 

aims were heterogeneous and anti-imperialism was both 
25 

at the elitist level as well as popLtl i st level . 

Though one can notice differences o~ opinion among 

nationalist a~d different factions of moderates and 

extrem-ists, reformers and anti-reformists, hetrogenity 

of language and region, different political interest 

which created a )ot of heat and controversy gener~ted 



by different factions, still they were all united on 

one que:sti_on-~ "social revolution preceding political 
26 

reforms". "he unwritten customary law of the 

Congress proclaimed"., says Surendran-at-h BanerJee, *'no 

matter what dif-f-erences of op.inion may ·e>dst amongst us. 

as regards r-ei Lgi ous believes or social u-sage, they 

shall be A'O bar to our acting together in C-on-gr-e~s 

t-hey shall not be permi tt:ed t.o interrupt the cordiali-ty 
27 

of our r-el a.ti on .as ,Congr-essmen. "' For most of. the 

n-at i anal i st, social reform and political reform were 

incompatible. Moreov-er Tilak's standing on ,the 

foundation of anti-social reform, popularised religious 

festivals to articulate political nationalism which we 

shall. see later. So this unity among t,he nationalist 

by not taking up issues wh_ich threatened their position 

exposed the cleavages in society, gave them a 

confidence to show a vague sense of unity and 

homogenity. This politics derived its legitimacy in 

articulating Brahminical revivalism in political 

process by the nationalist. 

Many nationalist articulated the ideology o~ 

nationalism as attainment of grandeur vedic golden ~ge. 



Aurobindo wrote that, "Hindu civilization being 

spiritual based its insti-tut-ions on spiritual and moral 

foundations and subordinated the material elemen.ts and 

mater-tal considerations. Caste therefore -was not an 

institution which ought to- b-e immune fro.m the cheap 

s-econd-hand d:enunciation-s so long in fashLon, but a 

supreme necessity without :whi-ch ~indu -Civi 1 i s-ati-on 

could not have developed its d-istinctive charact.er .as 
28 

worked out in its unique mission." Therefore, 'the 

aim of the nationalist', according to Aurobindo, •is 

to restore the spiritual greatness of a nation by the 
29 

essential preliminary of its- political generation.' 

Vivekananda, another Bengali revivalist, found 

India's salvation in religion. For him •politics never 

-Formed a necessity of life, but religion and 

spi-rituality have been the condition upon which it 
30 

lived and thrived, and has got to live in future'. 

The valuable contributions made by the caste system to 

the preservation of Hindu religion and society in the 

medi.eval pa-st were lauded, a-nd it was pointed out that 

although castes existed in every country of the world 

•but nowhere in their plan and purpose so glorious as 



here~. Henes~ levelling of caste was undesirable for 

the ~rowth of Hindu society. The Hindu social order 

was the reflection of na-tural order--inquality was the 
31 

1 aw of nature .. In his- ideal a- ~t!~n9~!~ could raise 

and assimilate to the culture -of- -the Brahmar.:t by-

learning s-anskrit, but have- to ret.ain the §_~Qt:~ s:tatu-s-

unti 1 he acquires the e-harac±eristi:cs of Y~!_sh~~ and 

Since the temperament and cha-racter of 

Sudras were in~erior to other high castes~ 

§_~Q~~2 as rule are either mainly servile~ licking like 

dogs the feet of the higher class, or otherwise are as 
32 

inhuman as brute beasts." 

Vivekananda showed great concern that large 

sections of Indian society left their ancestral 

religion. .He favoured the idea of receiving them back. 

He said, "we shall otherwise decerease in numbers". He 

recommended giving the reconverted freedom "to choose 

their own form of religious belief~ but within the 

framework of caste system <even a creation of a new 

separate one) in order to facilitate their a-ssimilation 
33 

<into the great body of Hinduis-m'". 

56 



If caste system was found superior form of 

social organisation by Bengalee revivalist, Tilak saw 

caste distinctions being originally planned on the 

principle of di-vision ef labour .and not tbe present 

system -of dis-crim-ination, and compared it to the gui 1 d 
34 

syste-m of Europe. Thou-gh h-e declared at a 

conf,eren-ce of the Depres-sed Classes that, ""if God was 

to tolerate unt.ouchability, I would not recognise hi_m 

as God at all •, ref-used to sign a memorandum -f-or the 

removal of untouchability. Tilak believed that issue 

of self-government should not be harnessed to the goal 

of abolition of caste which would take centuries to 

achieve it because Buddhist had attempted to root out 
36 

the system in ancient times, but had failed. 

Hinduising politics by Aurobindo, Bipin 

Chandra Pal and Tilak was more regional oriented. 

Thier cultural nationalism was more concentrated in the 

provinces of Bengal and Bombay. All-India, only had a 

vague reference in their political articulation. 

Articulating politics exclusively through religious 

idioms was to undermine the revolutionary 

potentialities of the masses. For Congress 

r:;·--v 
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nationl ai st, nationalism and social reforms was 

incompatible as it exposed the cleavages in the 

society. Also the Congress avoided 'hori zan tal 

mob i 1 i sat ion~ -on economic discontents because it -set 

one class against another and commun-ity agai-nst 

communi-ty. To prevent such di.stlarmony and exposin-g 

soc:-iaT cl.eavage,s Congress marshalled -poal i ti.cal ~ppot 

37 
through •vertical. mob-ilisati-on' u-s-i-ng religion._ 

A movement which refuses to touch social as 

well as economic question and harp~ on religion to 

marshall political support, the question to be examined 

is the purpose and use it serves in a stratified 

society. Though British attempted to bring fe¥1 land 

legislations, missionary denunciations of Hinduism and 

their proselytising activities had created anti-British 

feelings, it was Tilak wyo first recruited Hindu 

dieties for political purposes. Inserting politics 

into religious festivals by Tilak was an attempt to 

bring Brahman and non-Brahman, 
38 

traditional masses together. 

Congress and the 



Enlarging the scope of religious festivals had 

an element of anti-British propaganda, but the constant 

alienation a~ Brahman community by the British is more 
39 

important. "Behind the rhetoric of politicisation 

and dessemination of nationalism was th-e mar~ immediate 

and pract-ical con-cern .of protesting the allt?:§-eG 

government- p-a-rtiality of Muslims or cor:~versl y against 

the non-recegnition of Brahman of the Decc.an' 
40 

observes 

Richard I. Cashman. Ganapathi's political elevati-on 

itself is closely linked with rising political stock of 

the Chitapavan community in modern times. As G.S. 

Ghurye says, that the titular diety of the Peshawas and 

important Chitapavan fami 1 i es, such as the 

Patvardhanas, Ganapathi benefitted from the improved 

circumstances of the Chitapavan community in the 

eighteenth and ninteenth centuries. He continued to 

attract greatest allegiance in Poena and in the 

Chitapavan 
41 

vi 11 ages and tm"--ns of the l<onkan and the 

Desh. 

To popularise the Ganapathi festivals Tilak 

made a number of innovations. Large public images of 

·the God were installed in mandaps, introduced singing 



parties attached to eac~ public Ganapathis and inserted 

political songs in the melas. Copying certain aspects 

a·f Muharram 1 ike· the formation of groups atta,ched to 

public image, the 1894 Ganapati- festival was promoted 

as a counterpart to th:e M-uharr-am festival by wh-ich the 

org.ani.sers hoped to wean away those Hindu artisans, 

-musi-ci.-a-ns and dancers who ha.d- freely participated in 

the M.uh.arram festival in previ ou·s years~ Many of the 

verses sung by the melas of 1894 took an anti-Muslim 

stand. A typical verse was 

Oh~Why have you abandoned today the Hindu religion? 
How have you forgotten Ganapati, Shiva and Maruti? 
What have gained by worshipping the tabuts? 
What boon has Allah conferred upon you 
That you have become Mussalman today? 
Do not be friendly to a religion which is alien 
Do not give up your religion and be fallen. 
Do not at all venerate the t-abuts. 
The cow is our mother~ t1-o not forget her. {42> 

The original idea of Tilak was to dra~-J 

Brahmins and the non-Brahmins to make the affair broad 

based which could be done only by creating the. <other• 

and demarcate because there was no common 

socio-economic interest between Brahmans and non-

Brahmans. Since the Brahman and non-Brahman lived in 

separate wards~ the melas were formed on caste or 



43 
community basis. Though the non Brahmins ~elas 

remained exclusively religious in orientation the 

Brahmin m-elaS- sang verses: en,couraging the Hindu to 

boycott the Muharram and in favour of temparan-ce, 
44 

swadeshi and the programme of the extremist party. 

It is euphem-istic to say that the blendj. n-g o.f 

Hi ndui s.m with national i s,m was not communal 
45 

Chandra has attempted to point out. 

as B.ipin 

It was not 

national but highly communal. Inserting religion into 

politics by Tilak not only disturbed the cordial 

relations that had existed between Muslims and Hindus 

but was also used to attack the social reformers and 

for maintining ~t~ty~gyg in the society. More than 

politicising the masses, it only benefitted Tilak who 

used it as •a stepping stone to a bright political 
46 

career' . 

The use of Q~n~~~ti by Tilak did not have any 

impact outside the Bombay Province. Goddess ~~li had 

greater attraction in Bengal. As the political 

elevation of Ganasha was linked to the rise of 

Chitapavan community, 'the upper castes in Bengal were 
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generally followers of the §~!:£!:2 cult of !<ali worship, 

the masses were Muslims or followers of Hindu Vaishnava 
47 

c.ul t of Radha Krishna. • Like Ti lak, Aurebi ndo too-

used religious symbols to mobilise p.olitical support. 

His politics is related to the fear that Muslims will 

inh-erit th-e -future because of the declin-e of upper 

cas:te Hindus.- H-e thought in terms that Hi nd'us in t.he 

towns in- g-ov-ernmen-t service and the pr-ofes-sions should 

ally with the rural landed upper castes, so that the 

urban elites do not lose the l~adership of the rural 
48 

masses. The terrorist groups in Bengal which became 

active during anti-partition movement utilised the 

§2tt2 cult of Kali for mobilisation. Ther-e lo'las no 

attempt by Bengali terrorist to use lower castes Radha 
49 

Krishna cult for political purpose. Unlike in 

Bombay, wh-ere the use of religious festival was able to 

wean away the Hindus from participating in Muslim 

festivals and thus construct a weak vertical Hindu 

community; in Bengal the 1 ower- caste and the Muslims 

joined together in opposition to upper castes. This is 

due to <the gulf between the 1 anded- gendry of Beng'al, 

which was largely drawn from the upper castes of 
/ 

Hindu 

society and the cultivating classes which compris~d low 
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caste Hindus and Muslims was too wide to permit the 

1 atter to forge an allianc-e with former 
50 

against the-- British govern-ment'. 

in movement 

Though the political mobilisation through 

r_eLicgious sy.mbol-s al ienat_e.d .. t!lusl ims and never touched 

the question of ~aste, sti 11 Congress functioni-e--d as 

interest group--s drawn from. di-fferent provinces. 

Communalism had never become a national phenomena 

because Muslims did not have pan-Indian identity like 

Hindus. Thejr power strugdle was localised. Politics 

as power sharing was realised by Tilak in his later 

years. The 1916 Lucknow Pact, where Tilak played a 

major role, was moving in the directions of power 

sharing. But it could not be realised fully because of 

Garidhi's advent who took Khilafat issue and made it a 

major platform for Hindu-Muslim unity. Under Gandhi an 

leadership, profound changes took place in the national 

politics which continues even today. What are the 

changes that took place under Gandhian leadership? 

What was his concepti on about caste sys_tem? and how did 

he approach communal problem? are some of the questions 

to be analysed here. 



Unlike his predecessors, ·aandhi was a great 

champion of cast-e -system. He wro-te. in 1916 that cast-e 

was 'a perfectly natural i nsti tut i-ons ••••• invested 

with religious meaning. These b-ein-g- my vi.ews I am 

oppos.e·d to the movem-ent which .are bein-g carried .:ori for 
51 

the destruction of the system'. Gandhi had the most 

He consitter-ed 

caste system as a healthy division of birth and one 

must continue the heriditar-y occupation if not, it will 

cr-eat·e confusion. " ... What I mean is" Gandhi said, 

"one born as scavenger- must earn his livlihood by being 

a scavenger-, and then do whatever he likes. For- a 

scavenger- is a scavenger is as worthy of his heir as a 

lower or ·your- President. That according to him is 

Hinduism. That a per-son cr-eates confusion of caste when 

he leaves his her-editary callin-g is obvious. 1.-Jhen a 

Br-ahmin begins to earn his br-ead by, say, following 

the pr-ofession of a bar-ber- or- engineer, he does cr-eate 

confusi·on of caste. a-s much as when a barber- or- an ·, 

engi ne.er- begins to impar-t religious instr-uctions as 
52 

means of livlihood' •. The degeneration of the system 

64 



should not be reason for destroying caste. In Hari jan 

he wrote, 'it is wrong to destroy caste because of the 

outcaste, as it would destroy a bod-y because of an ugly 
53 

growth in it~ or of a- -crop because of the weeds, • 

Gandhi-~ s- anti -unt,ouchabi-1 i ty meant that the 

untoucha'bl es- wi 11 be classed as Shudras instead of 
54 

classed as A-ti-Shudras... To the emergence of i nf ini te 

castes Gandhi'"s remedy was that •small caste should 

fuse themselves into one big caste. There should be 

four such big castes so that we may produce the old 
55. 

system of four Varnas'. 

In short, like other revivalist, Gandhi 

upholded the old Varna system. He was also against 
56 

inter-dining and inter-marriage. He compared taking 

food to answering the call of nature. "Just as ~'lie 

perform the act of answering the call of nature in 

seclusion so also the act of taking food must also be 
57 

done in seclusion' said Gandhi. Interdining or inter 

marriage was not necessary for promoting national 
58 

unity. It was a superstition borrowed fr-om the west. 

He justified it on the ground that "if friendly 

relations depended on eating together and inter 



marriage, the German and the British would not be 

fighting against each other.- The Rajputs of l<athi awa-d 

-d.id sit together at meals and marry among themselves 

I:Jut have no en-d _of interne strife and fighting. Of 

course these caste restrictions have something o,f valu_e 
59 

in -them". He ev-en advise-d the inmates of his ash-ram 

""to sui:Jsi st on fruits if they cannot coo-k their own 
60 

food' whenever they g_o out of the ashram. 

Gandhi's economic and political ideas too 

corroborate to his -social ideals. He severly condemned 

modern civilisation and viewed 'western civilisation as 
61 

the creation of satan'. This ideal of eliminating 

class war is by improving the relationship between 

employers and employees and between landlords and 

tenants. 'The Kisan movement' Gandhi wrote, 'must be 

confined to the improvement of status of the kisans and 

the betterment of the relations betvJeen _the zami ndars 

and them. The kisans must be advised scrupulously to 

abide by the terms of their agreement with the 

z a-mi n-da-rs, whether such is written or i•nf-erred from 
62 

custom'. For Gandhi, the landlords need not give up 

their property, but only have to dec~a~e themselves 
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Trustrees for the poor. 

Ramarajya was Gandhi's political ideal. He 

c-all-ed t-he English Parliament a •ster-ile women and a 
63 

prostitute' -becau-se 'ministers were changed 

frequent I Y- So- to Sandh-i rul-ers also had to be 

heriditary. In short, cas~te system, trusteeship~ and 

Ramarajya formed the social, -ec:onomic and political 

ideals of Gan-dhi-. His p-hilosophy possessed all the 

ingredients required to maintain statusquo. As 

Ambedkar says, "Gandhi has outdone the most orthodox of 
64 

orthodox Hindus.' Th_e lm.o.~er caste had no aspirations 

according to Gandhi. He wrote, "he Shudra who only 

serves <the higher caste) as a matter of religious 

duty, and who will never own any property, who indeed 

has not even the ambitions to own anything, is 

deserving thousaAd obeisanc-e ... ·- .. The very Gods will 
65 

shower down flowers on him.' So Gandhi's philosophy 

was anti-lower caste, anti masses and anti-nation. 

Gandhi's political movement was precisely 

moving in the direction of his ideals. He held that 

Brahmins were the finest flower of Hinduism and 



humanity and that he would not have the non-Brahmins to 
66 

rise on the ruins of Brahmins. His approach to 

po-litical problem was a religious approach. The two 

vital problems, the question of communalism and the 

question of Iower- castes were not political problems 

for Gandhi, but religi-ou-s problem. Whether Hindu or 

Muslim, reli-gious i-dentity constituted the primary 

identity for him. He said, ~_] hold my re-ligion d-earer 

than my country and-······ therefore I 
-67 

am a Hindu 

first and nationalist after.' Again speaking to the 

Mussalmans of India he said that, 'brave <Ali) 

Brothers are staunch lovers o~ their country, but they 

are Mussalmans first and everything else afterwords. 
68 

It ' must be so with every religious minded man.' 

Ravinder Kumar has pointed out that Gandhi drew Hindu, 

M~=tsli-m. and Sikh communitie-s into nationalist politics 

as communities, which widened 

religious and communitarian 
69 

instea-d of 

cleavages 

narrowing 

in Indian 

_society. To understand Gandhi's approach to communal 

and lower caste problem, it is better to understand 

Khi Lafat and Vai kom Satyagrah a.gi tat ion with which he 

was closely associated. 
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Gandhi's approach to communal problem was to 

construct political communities of Hindus and Muslims 

and fuse them w-ith an anti British agenda. Their 

common political pariticipation and expression would 

unit the.m. One such at±empt was t-aking up -the- Khi lafat 

issue. Khilafat was an ephemeral issue taken up by 

.Gandhi to build an anti-colonial alliance by which he 

believed to bring Hindus and Mltsl ims. together. But 

Gail Minault says that 'the Khilafat movement was 

primarily _a campaign by a particular group of Indian 

Muslim leaders to unite their community politically by 

means of religion and cultural symbols meaningful to 

all strata of that community. As such it can be viewed 
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as a quest for~~n-Indian Islam'. 

There was no homogenity among Indian Muslims 

and they were divided by regional, language, class or 

sectarian basis. But the common factor among Indian 

Muslims was Islam~ with it a symbol of solidarity: the 

community of believers, the Ummah; its symbolic head 

the Khalif, it-s central place o•f pilgrimage, Mecca; its 

scripture, the Quran; its sacred law, the Shari'a; and 
71 

its 1 ocal ref ere nee point, the ·mosque. Their common 
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set of symbols offered political leaders to mobilise 

Indian Muslims for pan-Indian constitution with 

pan-Islamic ideolo~y. The wes-terni sed products of 

AI i garh such, as Muhammed AI i , Mau-l ana Abdul Basi of 

Firangi Mah-al, Maulana al-Hasan of Deoband and their 

alliance with Sandhi ~nd Congr-es·s gave them re-cogni ti_on 

as the spokesmen for Muslim community- .As part -of 

-propag.at-ing -l(hilafat issue- two all Indi-a bodies _were 

formed: Khilafat Committee and Jamait of Ulema. Though 

Jamait of Ulema remained anti-British~ their emphasis 

remained the religious guidance for Muslims and their 

promotion of 
72 

community. 

solidarity and self-consciousness as a 

Ulema and Sufis were the chief messengers 

of the movement in predominantly Muslim areas. The 

Khilafatists support to non co-operation was made a 

religious duty. Fatwas were issued stating that 

co-operation with enemies of 
73 

Islam as religiously 

un 1 aw-ful . Non co-operation was def i ne·d as Jehad by 

Maulana Qutubuddin in Khilafat conference in Lucknow 
74 

1921. 

The religious appeals helped to create a 

pan-Indian Muslim identity and the contribution of 

~l(> -



Ulema was invaluable. More importantly the Ulemas 

participation in national politics gave them ~olitical 

legitimacy as heads of their religion. Instea-d of 

uniting Hindus and Mu;slims, it only -heightened the 

consciousness of the Muslims that they were di-stinct 

from the Hindus. _Qs Pra-bha Di>:.i t says, "the Kbi lafat 

prop-aganda did- not re-sult in the growth of any new 

s.ense _ of nati-onalism amon-gs-t the :Muslims. On the 

contrary it only hei-ghtened the sens-e of Muslim 

identity which proved a great psychological asset for 

Muslim leaders in popularisjng their 
75 

separatiest 

ideology'. So the outcome of Gandhi's adventure with 

Khilafat only helped in the creation of pan-Indian 

Muslim community. From then onwards Hindu Muslim 

communalism became an irreversible part of Indian 

politics. 

Like Hindu-Muslim unity, the lower caste 

problem was also looked through religious spectacles by 
' 

Gandhi. The most i~portant movement Gandhi associated 

was Vaikom Satyagraha which was resorted to get the 

right to pass through public roads. Vaikom Satyagraha 

was not initiated by Gandhi; It was forced upon him by 
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T.K.Madhavan, the Ezhava leader of Travancore. The 

civil rights issue of passing through .public r·oads, 

where dogs and pigs ·enjoyed as P. Pal pu sai-d, was -made 

a religious issue by Gandhi. Over and abov-e-, he wanted 

to :ma-ke tt->at agi.tat-i on purely a- --Hi Rdu phenomenon·-

When 1 earlers 1 ike Madhavan and -K • .P. Keshava Menon .who 

·were leadin-g the movement were arre-st.ed-, George JOS€p-h 

coAtinued the struggle. Gandhi took exception to his 

leadership and wrote in YQ~Q9 lD9iE, <exception has 

been taken to Mr. Joseph- a Christian having been 

allowed to replace Mr. Menon as the leader 

organi ser., In my humble opinion the exception 
78 

perfectly valid.'' 

and 

is 

A.ccording . to T.l<. -Ravindran, Gandhi's 

c6ntention that Satyagraha at Vaikom <is a penance on 

the part o-f the caste Hindus' amounted to converting a 

major issue into a inconsequential one and his opinion 

that non-Hindus should di~associate themselves from 

Vaikom S:atyagraha was responsible for reducing the 
t 

79 
issue into a cheap religious dispute. Gandhi never 

allowed non-'-Hindus to partic~pate in Ltpl i ftment of 

1 ower castes and the same ihe fall owed in respect to 



~ther reli.gion. He neve~ directly app-ealed to the 

Muslim masses. When he was at the hei~ht of his 

popul-arity he wrote, "-during t-hese days of great trial 

-for me I have- felt the grave-st n-e_ed of Maul ana Shaukat 

Ali by my side-. I c-an wi: e-1 d no influence over t-he 
80 

M1:1ssal mans e-xc-ep-t t.hrough a Mus-salman. " Later he 

wrote, ·---· •• -•.• to thin-k of placating the Mussalmans 

-without placating the- CAli) Brothers is to attempt to 
81 

ignore Islam in India.' Gandhi's refusal to speak to 

the Muslim masses directly and on~y through the read~rs 

amounted to an expectation that Muslims too had to 

speak to Hindus only through him. 

In a vertical mobilisation the Muslim elites 

had much to gain because they had the advantage of 

getting maximum both from the Britis-h as well as the 

Congress. But in a horizontal mob i 1 i sat_i on the 

Muslims I.-Jere always in a dilemma because they tend to 

fall with the lower castes. Their alliance would have 

amounted challenge t-o the upper caste dominated 

Congres-s. Perhaps Gandhi was we.ll aware of it. When 

Ramsay Mac Donald announced "Communal Award' Gandhi 

said that the separate "electorate will create 



division among Hindus ••...•. untouchable hooligans 

w.i 11 make common cause with Muslim hooligans and 
82 

kill 

cast-e Hindus. • 

Two more important changes t·hat took place 

under the :Gandhiafr leadership was. the shift.in"'g of 
83 

national p.ol i tics to United Province and the 

initiation .of centralising ag·end.a of the Congress 
84 

party. The pre-Gandhian politics was a coalition of 

provincial politics of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.· 

Gandhi's ris~· to power is closely associated with the 

support from Gujarat and United Province. According to 

Sasadhar Sinha Gandhi turned to the heart of Hindu 

India by nominating Jawaharlal Nehru in preference to 

himself to preside over Lahore Congress in 1929 and 
85 

subsequently named Nehru as his heir. This set the 

pattern of political power which remain unaltered to 
86 

this day. 

The shifting of politics is closly linked to 

the centralising tendency of the Congress. The 

centralisation of power in United Province effectively 

submerged other linquistic and regional identities 
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like Tamil, M·al ayal am, Telugu, Marathi, Punjabi, 

Kannada, Assame~e, ~tc. This is negation of democracy 

because centralisation of power went with the cow-belt 

culture. By submerging all the subalteran cultur--al 

identities Gandhi created two pan-Indian identities of 

Hindus and Muslims which is what communalism is •. 

Congress lacking the- concept of power sharing only 

created distruct among minorities. If Mus 1 i ms d em an d-ed 

more and more,· which was conceeded by the British as 

well as by Congress, it should not be just seen as 

Muslim communalism but also as a legitimising process 

for the Hindu community by which it could camaflouge 

the linguistic, castes and ethnic divisions. Thus 

Gandhi could effectively deny political power to the 
87 

lower castes. His fragile Hindu Muslim unity was an 
88 

attempt to bui 1 d un-ity from the top. 

K.N. Panikkar with regret writes that~ <the 

history of Indian national Movement, unfortunately, is 

also a history of the communalisation of Indian socie-

ty. That the co-lonial rulers actively encouraged and 

aided this process is undoubdtedly true~ but it was 

essentially a result of th~ ~eakness and inadequacy of 



secularism as conceived and practised during the anti-
89 

colonial struggle. • Nationalism instead of 

struggling against communal an-d obscurantist forces, 

was itself associated ~ith the reactionary Hindu' 

-orthod-oxy. •The nation-al lea-der-s-" says R.P. Dutt, <in 

practice were tne champions of social reaction ar=sd 

superstitution of caste division and privileg.e, as the 

allies of the 'black :forces' seekin-g to hold down the 

antiquated pre-British social .and ideological fetters 

upon the people in the name of 
90 

high flown mystical 

<national appeal.' 

Indian Nationalism was constructed around 

Brahminical idioms of the majority Hindu community. 

•Hindu identity was ' also 'defined by those who were 

part of this national consciousness and drew on their 

idealised image of themselves resulting in an upper 

caste, Brahmana-dominated 
91 

id-entity' says Romila 

Thapar. As such, Indian nationalism was a genuine 

trasnformation of Brahminism to Hindu nationalism, a 

rhetorical vision of unified Hindu society whose 

ultimate purpose was to serve fundamental social 

values of Hinduism. 
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Congress's 
92 

lack of response to democratic 

ideals, insensitiveness to the aspirations of the 

lower castes, and the justification of caste system, 

the anti--colonial national ism of c-on.gress was more to 

arrest the forces of social change. It stood for 

anti-social chan-ge. As Suniti Kumar Ghosh says~ 'the_ 

I-nd-ian national strug_gle_ has to be anti-imperiali~t. as 

well as anti-f-eudal. It was to frustate and forestacl 1 

such anti-imperialist, anti-feudal national strugg1.e 

that organisation called Indian Nati anal Congress I<'Jas 
9;5 

founded in 1885._' So Indian nationalism was 

antithetically oriented to the aspirations of lower 

castes but tried to overwhelm the purpose of freeing 

India from British. A meth'od had been found here to 

-
reinforce caste based division and domination of 

Brahminical culture over all the subalteran cultures by 

constructing an overwhelming category of 'us' and 

opp-osed category of 'other'. Seen 1n this way BJP's 

communal politics seems to be inspired continuation of 

pre-independence Congress politics. 

* * * 
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D J: SCOUR-SE 

ON 

COMMUNALISM 



The demolition of Babri Masjid on December 6~ 

1992 by militant Hindu nationalist and the subsequent 

bloody riots gripping all over the country have 

regressed the Indian politics by hundred years. Th-e 

revel t of 1857 concentrated at .central province, later 

the emer-gence of congress nati anal ism as converging-

interest gro':l-ps d-rawn fr-om three p-rovinces of Calcutta, 

Bombay and Madra-s unti 1 Gandhi's advent, then under hi-s 

leadership Congress nationalism gaining pan-Indian 

Hindu fervour shifting back to United province and in 

the post independent India the periphery nationality 

struggles and anti-caste struggles in the hinterland 

taking centre stage, have once against retrogressed to 

Uttar Pradesh with the Ayodhya issue. Whenever 

national politics takes centre-stage in Hindi-heartland 

the question of communalism as Hindu-Muslim conflict 

takes place primary importance. Whenever regional 

identities are strong communalism has a very marginal 
1 

influence on Indian politics. 

The shifting of politics from peripheries to the 

Hindu heartland negates the struggles of the people 

tf7 



for- a decent living which manifests itself in var-ious 

lower- caste, - tr.ibals, nationalities and ethnic 

movements and -causes disaster- to minor-ity muslim 

community. Besides desper-ate att.e.mpts by the eminent 

histor-ians to qather histor-ical facts to pr-ove that 
2 

temple had Rot existed on the site of the- mosque~ 

intellectual discourse on communalism by ac ademicians 

not only failed to influenc-e the law keeper-s to -keep 

the medival str-uctur-e being r-azed to gr-ound or disuade 

the Hindu militants fr-om pur-suing the constr-uction of 

temple, but also failed to see beyond the massive 

mobilization fr-om di~fer-ent par-ts of the countr-y. If 

the saffr-on wear-ing sadhus, tr-ishul weilding saints and 

mobilising the masses thr-ough 8~m J~g~i and collecting 

Ram inscr-ibed br-icks fr-om each village to be taken to 

Ayodhya, was jusf to build the temple, then ther-e was 

no necessity of so much contr-ievance. Temple-s ar-e 

constr-ucted all over- India, but one canot notice any 

mobi 1 i sati- .on or- bloody r-iots. Hence the political 

mobilisation in the name of Ram should be not only seen 

within the fr-am.ewor-k of communalism with anti-Muslim 

rhetoric, but also 1n the histor-ical conte:-:t of 

asser-tion of linguistic nationalities, tribal movements 



and anti-caste struggles posing a <:f:lallenge not only 

to hier~rchical social order but also threatening to 

eKpose the supposed cultural u-nit:y of Hinduism. 

We can understand the proc:ess of c-ommunalism 

in bette,.- way by examining some of the defects and 

ignored aspects of it in the e>: i sting studies on 

communalis-m. 

Until recently social scientist theorising on 

communalism saw it purely as a anti-Muslim problem 

ignoring specifically its anti-da~it dimensions. This 

can be understood in the background of 'social orgins of 

our social scientist who mostly come from the higher 

orders of Indian society. Only now hesitatingly 

accademicians grant that communalism is showing its 
3 

ugly face where anti-caste struggles had taken place. 

Communalism is an attempt to maintain statusquo in 

soiety and not allow the kind of change vJhi ch vJi 11 

accommodate the aspi rat i ens of those v1ho are depr i eved 

of 

the 

resources and status, namely, the lower castes 
4 

lower classes. The recent revival 

89 

and 

and 



intensification of Hindu communalism is also indirectly 
5 

·1inked with the politicisation of the. Harijans and in 

tf:le name o-f Hinduism_, the RSS plans to revive· the old 

feudal values, sm:.i-al discrimination. and varna system. 

and wants that those who resisted these values s·houl d 

their independence and submit 
6· 

to old 

Brahminical discrimanatory varna syst-em. 

Besides the general debate and theorisations on 

communalism, it is basically understood as reli~ious 

problem where religion being used as an instrument of 

political mobilisation. Within this parameters of 

'religion influenced politics, one can notice different 

streams 9f analysis seeing communalism as ideology or 

emer.ging as a result of religous differehce or class 

struggle. The mast important advocate of communalism 

as essentially an ideology is Bipan Chandra. 

put', he says, "communalism is the belief that because 

a group 

have, as 

economic 

of people follow a particular religion they 

common social, political and a result, 
7 

interest.' According to this definition 

religious co~munity becomes the fundamental social 

unit. Biptn Chandra maintains that communalism is an 



ideology -and politics is organised around that 

ideology. The rise of communal identity is due to the 

fail-ure of the nationa-l movement to show that communal 

iden-tity was a false one while the national an-d class 

identities were real because they reflected and 
8 

served 

th-eir social interest. So according to BipiA Char'fdra a 

str-ong tiose of nationalism. have to b-e injected to 

counter commur-:~.al ism -because communalism- is understood 

as false consciousness and nationalism as true 

consciousness. 

Randhir Singh has strongly criticised Bipin 

Chandra~s position. He points out an ideological error 

and methodological limitation in Bipan Chandra's work. 

Ideological error 1 i es in understanding communalism 

from the standpoint of nationalism, which locates 

imperealism as the primary source of all our problems, 

including those relating to communalism, and thus 

obscures all the important distinction between the 

essentially indigenous creation of most of these prob'-

lems and imperealism"s contribution to and taking 

advantage of these for its own ends. At the methmdo~ 



logical level, contempo~a~y communalism is studied in 

an empiricist and often ahistorical manne~ which fails 

to see complex characte~ of communalism and its 

underlying 
9 

reality. 

interconnections with the larger social 

P~abha 11ixit sees communalism a-s a political 

phenomena. It is b~sically a political doctrine which 

make use of religio-cultura.l diffe~ence.s t.o achieve 

political ends-. She observes that commun_al ism is not a 

natural outcome of ~eligous and social-cultural 

diffe~ences; it arises out of the delibe~ate choice 

made by a people to use these diffe~ences to achieve 

some political end. This delibe~ate choice by 

community fo~ political demands on the basis of· 

~eligio-cultu~al diffe~ences that communal 

tu~ns into communalism in the fo~m of 
10 

doct~ine. 

awa~eness 

political 

Apart f~om seeing communalism a~ising out of 

~eligous diffe~ences, social scientist like Asghar Ali 

Enginee~ and Main Shakir see it in terms of class 

y '. 



conflict. Communalism is fundementally a political and 

socio-economic phenomena, religion being only an 

instrument of political and socio-economic interest, as 
11 

and when -it .suits them. The inequitious development 

according to Engineer!! gLve importance- to the 

primordial identity of caste!! community .and region 

lagging behind the race -and they b-ecome more ass-ertive 

through their primor-dia-l identity. The t-ension builds 

because the b-enefitt-ed caste and community becomes more 
12 

aggressive to protect their priveleges. Main Shakir 

also maintains that communal roots are the 

socio-economic order. He says that <if the economic 

and social policies of the system lead to concentration 

of power and deny equality of opportunity to 

overwhelming majority of the people, belonging to all 

communities, discord and disharm~ny are ine~itable. In 

such a system ruling class has a vested interest in 

dividing the people along communal 
13 

lines. 

and religeous 

If scholars like Bipin Chandra to Asghar Ali 

Engineer see a crucial role of religion in communalism, 

Ast"lish Nandy says the roots of intolerance and 



communalism are inherent in the language of modernity 

in general and nation-state system in particular. He 

regards sec-ularism as basically a western concept and 

comes in .a 1 arger packag-e of progress, modernity and_ 

homogeni-si ng ±rend entranched in the modern-state 

legLtimised through nation security, develoement, 

modern scienc.e and technology.< 14)_ Much of the-

fanaticism and violence assoc-iated with rel i g.i on, 

accor-ding to Nandy, ' .•... comes from the sense of 

defeat of the believers~ from their feeling of 

importance and from their free floating anger and 

self-hatred while facing a world 
15 

which is secular and 

desacralized.' He argues that a·ncient tradition was 

absolutely flawless, and is the symbol of 

dignity, authenticity and sanctity of human 

Therefore defence of human dignity according 
16 

requires the defenc~ of primordialis~. 

human 

life. 

to him 

Prakash Chandra Upadhyaya has 
17 

criticised 

Nandy's position as communal. -He sees no difference 

between Nandy's position and RSS Hindu modernists like 

Balasaheb Deoras. Upadhyaya argues that, though Nandy 



and Deoras have their differing standpoints, both are 

one in their dismissal of Indian state., secularism, the 

only difference being that whereas for N-andy, Indian 

state secularists are equally oppr.essive to all 

religious communities, Balasaheb h-olds them responsible· 
18 

for being -essentially anti-Hindu. <one can argue 

that despite their differences with Hi~du mode~nists 

like RSS, scholars sm:tl as Ashish Na-ndy provide them 
19 

with a sophi-sticated intellectual j u-sti f i cation~ 

observes Upadhyaya. He maintains that Indian 

secularism never divorced ·from majoritarian politics 

and is constructe around the traditionalist idioms 
20 

of 

the majority Hindu community. 

On the other hand, the important M.ar:-:i st 

approach to the study of communalism defined in 

Randhir Singh's "Theorising Communalism in India." 

According to him 'communalism 1n contemporary India as 

ideology and practice is above all an aspect of the 

politics of the ruling classes in a society with a 

massive feudal--colonial inheritance, deep religious 

divisions, and undergoing its own historically specific 



form of 

existing 

capitalist 
21 

development.' 

approaches and especially, 

Critical of 

those which 

juxtapose nationalism as an alternat-ive to -communalisltl, 

Randhir Singh views nationalism a-s a reactionary force 
22 

in post-independen-t In-dia. rndian -nationalism he 

argues is increa--singly identified with Hir=tdu 

ch-auvanism, dharlrikt-a has become useful for the rulin-g 

classes, particularLy Congress (I) as the major 

political formation of the ruling classes, to reinforce 

their hegmony and to accept the unjust and inequitious 
23 

social order. 

Though one can notice different strands on 

communalism, the ongoing debate on communalism in 

· post-independent India has not 1 e·ft its colonial 

hangover. This is because most of the studies on 

communalism are ahistorical and see a break in '194 7, 

which unfortunately hides the major contradictions in 

Indian society relating to caste oppressions and make 

to the view communalism as anathema to natiunalism. 
' 

The real nature of Indian nationalism is never 

discussed .. This has only helped the Hindu nationalist 

to co-opt historical figures for present day politics 
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24 
when they do not fit in their politics. Moreover the 

analysis 

which is 

on communalism take for granted many 

contrary to the social r-eality. 

things 

The 

limitation-s in the thegr i sati on of communalis~ and 

their def-i-ciencies will be analysed beJ.ow-. 

Communalism in its different manifestation in 

recurring communal riots, use of history for present 

day politics, political recruitment of Ram, so called 

secular parties succumbin-g and colluding with Hindu 

communalism, juxtaposing nationalism or secularism to 

communalism, are basically seen within the paradigm of 

Hindu Muslim- conflict. To accept this frame.wor~~ of 

Hindu-Muslim dichotomy is not only to grant what the 

communalist are yet to achieve, the creation of 

homogenous Hindu community, but also to presume that 

there pan-Indian homogenous Hindu and Muslim 

communities based on religion unifyin-g the masses 

cutting across caste, linguistic and ethnic, barriers 

which is an erroneous presumption. 



The identity of Hindus and Muslims were 

actually devised by British for describing the 

communities entrenc;hed within a geographical 
25 

entity. 

Lack of cent-ralised poli t.i cal power couple-d wit-h 

~ 

regional and linguisti'c diversLties in pre-colonial 

Indian society" had all potent. ial i ties of growing i-nto 

different nationalities. 'fhese process were short 
_26 

circuited by colonialis--m-. Th-e- cu-1 tural unification 

which- many scholar-s refer is- limited to the twice b-orn 

castes who got homogenis-ed and nationalised during the 

colonial rule. The present day po~itics of BJP to 
27 

propagate cultural nationalism is to set pre-modern 

agenda of cultural homogenisation as against modern 

agenda of power homogenisation. Moreover~ Hinduism was 
28 

magnified through 'assimilatiWe communalism• pursued 

by the State and conservative Hindus by including 

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and clubbing 

Jains~ Buddhists and Sikhs as Hindus. " < •••• It is 

wrong to think of Hindus as a majority• except that it 

is being thought like that of late and that is what 
29 

causing the problem" observes F:ajni Kothari. Hindu 

community is internally highly structured~ diverse and 



pluralistic_. Dalits, Tribals and ethnic groups 

constiute minorities against whom the state has let 
30 

Loose represS-Len and denied basic civil rights. Not 

taking into account the lingui-stic diversities~ 

a-trocities committed on the lower orders -of the Hindu. 

community and presumLng cultural unity nave ~ only 

strengthened the communal forces. 

· Most of -the writings on communalism in post-

independent India are ahistori~al. Few historians who 

trace the'rise of communalism inevitably look to the 
31 

emergence of Hindu Mahasabha. It is an erroneous 

conclusion b-ecause the rise of Hindu sabhas - in 

different parts of the country were in pla-ces where the-

Hindus were in minority and their position and 

privileges were fast eroding due to tne British 

policies. The first Hindu Sabha founded in Punjab in 

1906 was to check the introduction of Punjab Land 

Alienation Act which affected the trading castes~ 

money-lenders, official~, businessmen and professionals 
32 

of Punjab. The spread of Hindu sabhas to U.P. and 

99 



Bengal could also be linked to the minority status of 

the upper caste Hindus whose power €quations especially 

in respect to Mu~lims was fast eroding. 

The Mahasabha founded .in 1915 at Hardwar was 

an amor13hous · and struggi i ng o:rgani s-ati on with a very 

loose all India structure. Ur.ban in character a·nd 

concentrated in large trading centres in North India, 

Hindu Mahasabha was a creation of the educated <middle 

class• leaders of the cities of eastern U.P., the same 
33 

men who had be~n the pioneer of the Congress.• The 

concession of seperate electorate and increased 

representation to Muslims in U.P. Municipalities Act of 
34 

1916 posed a direct challenge to Hindu leadership. 

When the Congress was dominated by Bengalee 

and Maharast:ri ans, the interest of Punjab and U.P. 

received scant attention. Once the Congress received 

its activities in Punjab and U.P the Hindu Sabha lapsed 

into <insignificance•. The pretensions of the 

Mahasabha as an all India organisations was limited 

generally to the Hindu unity movement in Northern India 
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a-nd par-ticularly .confined to the provinces of Punjab, 

U.P. and Bengal~ It r-eceived a . vague semblance of 

unity by advocating the adoption of Hindi ,and ~-g!:!.,cow 

pro.tection and Hindu uplift. On.ce co-ngress to_oK up· the 

same issues and for.med All lndia Cow Prote.ction 

conference and one script: and one- 1 anguag_e Conference., 
36 

the suppor-t for Maha-sabha received a s·et- aack. 

Besides t1~b2a2t~!:!~ as a political body was paid <scant 

r-egar-d by the Br-itish' and Muslims did not acknowledge 

its seper-ate existence and look~d upon it as an 
. 37 

appendage to the Hindu Congr-ess. As such communalism 

of the Hindu Mahasabha could be seen as a pr-ovincial 

dissidence of upper caste Hindus who r-efused to accept 

their minor-ity status in the fast changing power-

equation vis-a-vis Muslims. 

The genesis of communalism as a pan-Indian 

idealogy .amalgamati-ng the social for-ce of differ-ent 

pr-ovinces inter-ested in maintaining status quo is the 

contr-ibution of the Congr-ess of pr-e-independent India 

in gener-al and par-ticular-ly the Gandhian phase. As 
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Ravinder Kumar observes: " .•.• to a very large extent, 

the achievements and failures of nationalism in Incii a 

are the achievements and failure.S of Gandhj.. Indeed 

the Mahatma's achi--evement are no less than his failures 

cont-inue to determin-e the structure of Indian politics 
3B 

in contemporary Ind~a .••••• ' 

The triumph of cong-ress in overthrowing 

British and stepping into their shoes in 1947 was a 

victory against the lower castes led ·by Ambedkar and 

others~ In the earlier chapter one can see the 

ide~logy of Brahminism as a principle of cultural unity 

getting transformed into political unity and forming 

the ideology of nationalism. The defensive 

articulation of Brahminical culture in relation to the 

onslaught of Christian missionaries, was carried into 

political practice by Hindu nationalist. The cultural 

articulation by glorifying brahman tradition and the 

political process of it resulted in reactionary 

politics. The Indian National Cong-ress the mouth piece 

of Hindu nationalism operating within the paradigm of 

'brahminical cultural politics, not only curbed the 



aspirations of the lower-castes but also submerged the 

regional identities by creating two pan-Indian ver1;ical_ 

communities of Hindus and Muslims. More i mportant.l y, 

the construction of pan-lndiaR Hindu community b-y 

Gandhi, resisting social mobility, glorifying Varna 

system as a superior -form of social organisation 

compared to western class, and cen±-r a-1 is i n g the 

nation-a-l politics in 'U.P._ g-ot itself institutional i.sed 
39 

in post independent In-dia-n Constitution. 

The manifestation of Brahminical culture in 

the constructed pan-Indian state have further enhanced 

the anti-lower· castes, anti-tribals, anti -1 i ngu,i sti c 

and ethnic identity and anti-mino~ity ethos of the 

ruling upper castes. The economic policies pursued for 

1 ast four decades have further strengthened the upper 

castes and a small d.o:sage of anti-feudal legislation 

have enable few intermediary castes to find a place in 

the exploitative system. Though the elites of 

Muslims as well as lower castes constitute part of tne 

mainstream, Brahminism as a ruling class ideology 

reproducing pan-Indian identity as a unifying force to 

reinforce the inequitions-social order is articulated 
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by upper castes who. ar-e well entrenched in the p~wer 

structure. 

-As in the pre-independence period, Jyothirao 

Phule~s critic of brahm~inical ideology and Ramaswamy 

Naiker and Ambedkar"s ch.allenge to the national 

movement 1 e..d by Gandhi;. the anti -caste struggle in 

th.e hinter-land, the ethnic, tribal anri nationality 

struggle in the peripherry and the reservation issue in 

the ·urban areas have come into conflict with the pan-

Indian - State· in the post - independent India. The 

atrocities on the lower castes is committed in the 

climate of strengthened upperc.astes as well as the 

refusal of the lower castes to work under the age old 

caste relations. Refusing to accept the authoritarian 

behaviour of upper caste landlords and utilisation of 

little crumbs to climb economic ladder has only brought 

further atrocities on them. The violence is pe~petuated 

by the village headmen in collusion with the State and 
40 

its coercive apparatus 

These atrocities were legitimised by hailing 
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t-he 'anti-Mandai agitation by the p~ess and the 

intelligentsia.• "That agitation was ttie fi~st time 

afte~ independence that the fo~ward castes o~ganised 

themselves a-e~oss the nation in explicity caste te~ms 

without being b~anded commuAal, -and on the. contra~y 

being nailed as principle fighters against narrow, 

:casti-est, vote--bloc poli-tics. Those chickens h-ave- now 

come home to ~oost, in the f-orm of the wi.de sp~ead 

accepetance by the forwa~d castes of slogans like 'long 

live unity of the fo~wa~d castes,' those who beg eve~y 

mo~sel of food should not be a~~ogant,' "begga~s should 

behave begga~ 1 ike',. etc., slogans which a~e the staple 

of, the anti-dalit 
41 

Balgopal. 

mobilisations •..... ' obse~ves 

The Mandai Commission Report not only exposed 

the fragile const~ucted cultural unity of Hinduism but 

also the hollowness in analysis of intellectuals. The 

enti~e fo~ward community of uppe~ castes of diffe~ent 

shad-es, the mar:.:ists, libe~als, communalist Gandhians 

and the diffe~ent brands of political pa~ties we~e all 
42 

united in opposition to Mandai Commission. If the 
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Congress and BJP .were anti-Mandal implicity if not 

expl ici tl y, for the left parties like CPI<M> 
43 

backward 

c-astes does not e>;is.t. The left parties position 

agrees with eminent sociologist Andre Beteille 

conclu-sion 11 
•••• , caste has no function today except in 

44 
politics. " For ot-l:lers reservati on only enshrined 

further castism.- -M.N.Srinivas wirt-es, 11 t.-Ji th the 

reservation ~ystem we are fast mo-ving frGm the 

egalitarian society which our constitution enshrined as 

an ideal and says Yogendr a Singh; <it wi 11 on 1 y ignite 
46 

dissension in this society and reinforce caste-ism. 

If the anti-manda1 agitation exposed the 

caste-ism and communal character of the ruling classes, 

the ethnic move-ments in North-East, Jharkhand·and the 

nationalities struggle an-d its violent form in Funjab 

and Kashmir have shown the manipulative and hollm·mess 

of the dominent culture. The emerge-nce of these 

subalteran struggles articulated in their subalteran 

primordial i ties has to comphrehended within the 

dominance of the ideology of the ruling classes. To 

~educe the struggl~s of the subjugated for change into 
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uneven development and underdevelop-ment is part of the 

ideology of ruling groups to maintain the status quo. 

As A.L.Raj shows the overwhelming-nature of dominant 

i~eology. He says: 

"This dominant ideology forever tries to 
maint;ain its hegemony by strengthening its 
• mer al and i ntell e.ctual dominance~ over the_ 
rising and struggling. subaltern ideo-logy f-or 
change; the former_ opposes the latter by 
p:osing as a superior,. more acceptable and 
universal idealogy to be r.ec.ei ved. by aLl 
sections of the society; the former blunts 
the militancy of the latter by a number of 
option~ open only to it; the former 
accommodates the latter when it is no~ 

possible to suppress it totally into its own 
disco~rse and idiom by conceeding 
superficially ann partially to the 
insurrectionist knowledge and ideology; and 
the former even takes up the cause of the 
latter naturallV in a twisted and selfish 
manner to thwart the real aims and objectives 
of the movement." (47) 

There is a conscious effort on the part of 

the ruling classes to deny the identity, value, history 

and independence of the ethnic cultures. The emergence 

of the oppressed nationalities is seen as a hinderance 

to the political integration and economic development. 

But it is important to note, as T.K.Oommen writes there 

II there is a big divide between the cultural 



mainstr-eam, the dominant nationality, which occupies 

the "centr-e' and the dominated n~tionalities of the 

•per-ipherr-y.' The •communalism' of the dominant 

collectivit~ is per-ceived, defined. and legitimised by 

itself as "nationali-sm.' It is the sole pr-ivilege of 

the p:eri pheral 
4-8 

com·muni ties to be stigmati sed as 

·• c-ommuna-l • ' 

It is the r-esponsibility of the per-ipher-al 

activists to lear-n not tQ divide people on r-ace, caste 

of ethnic lines. It is secessionism and communal to 

demand cultur-al autonomy. In turn, communalism is 

basically understood and associ~ted with Hindu-Muslim 

religious communalism. Once this paradigm is acceptep, 

denying other identities becomes easier for the ruling 

gr-oups and to operate their ~!~!~~ g~gi2i politics. The 

weakening of the di chotot't\ y, due to per-ipherral 

struggle, is resurrected through militant communalism. 

This can be noticed in the fact that soon after the 

implementation of Manda! Commission, which threatened 

to cut the Hindu community horizontally, L.K.Advani 

launched rath yatra to destr-oy Babri Masjid which was 

in fact to diver-t the furor Mandai Commission had 
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created. The thrust of the militant communalism 

therefore is to -construct vertical communities of 

Hindus and Muslims overshadowing the: caste as well as 

ethn~c i~en~ies. 

Once t-he militant ·communal ism makes- its 

presence- in the Indian politics~ it is the turn of the 

other poTitical -groups to play secular politics. A 

critique of communalism becomes a critique of BJP~ RSS~ 

VHP, Bajrang Dal~ Shiva Sena and ofcourse Akali Dal and 
- 49 

Muslim League too. Yehment criticism of these 

organisations is a way of getting secular certificate. 

So one can notice elegant 

organisations comparing V.H.P. 
50 

critique 

and BJP 

fascism exp.osing t.he use of primordial 

on these 

to German 

culture by 

BJP is Brahminical which is against the interests of 
51 

the lower castes and refuting historical basis of 

Hindu community as well highlighting anti-Muslim, 
52 

lower-caste writings of RSS leaders. 

anti 

These criticisms of communalism are crippled 

and ideological. Si nee oth¢r · political parties do 
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~ot openly advocate communalism~ they are seen as less 

communal or secular. 
53 

Hence they have a potential to 

fight communalism. It ha·s only helped to camaflouge 

the po.l i tics of the Congress and Left parti-es. The· 

wor.st .communal and caste riots have taken 
-54 

place in 

Congress ruled States. Yet the Left parti-e~ are 

r.eady to support the Congress- provided they change 

±:he..ir economi.c: poiic..i.es. As Ra-ndhir Singh observes; 

"the Left parties are trying to save its face~ whatever 

Left face it is still left with~ by invoking the essen-
55 

tially facical notion of economic critiria." 

' The BJP proclaims that they are secular and 

other political parties are pseudo secular; the 

CPI (Mhmuld proclaim that the practice of BJP is pseudo 

Hinduism and congress would ' argue for democratic 

se-cularism. As one author puts it, < •••• a strata of 

ruling class is secular and another strata of the same 

ruling classes is communal as the Indian strata 

represents such contradictory tendencies of class, 
56 

communities and castes. This discovery of ruling 

class of different shades and their differer.t position 
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The centralising,_ homogenising tendency and 

denial of ethnic identity, which are inherent in the 

dominant Hindu ideology of brahminism, embodied in the 
, 

pan-Tndian state, is pregnant in the ethos of pan--

Indian Hindu ruling classes combine, each delivering in 

different form. Th-is ideology is- most committe-d t;o the 

preservation of centralised pan-Indian state on the 

basis of ineqwality of caste, creed, ethnicity and 

gender. The paradox of the Indian situation is that 

power and culture goes hand in hand. The 

centralisation of power goes with the Brahminical 

culture which strengthens caste system further. The 

struggle for decentralisation of power goes with the 

subaltern cultures. When this universality of 

homogenising and centralising cultural power is 

challenged, Brahminism overtly represented by BJP 

reveals its amazing inventiveness and hegemonic 

ambitions. " •••• In the face of Mandai Commissions 

deconstructions of the brahminical ideal of merit, 

brahminism invoked an undifferentiated Hindu identity. 

Where this Hindu identity has been refused, as in 

Kashmir and Punjab, it resortd to the glib rhetoric of 

patriotism and where patriotism came up against its own 
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limits, as in Assam, it raised the battle cry, 

'National unity versus setcessionism•. And today when 

the destruction of t-he Babri Masjid has served to 

reveal brahminism• s extreme and Ltgl y face, brahminism 

has sought to define a new ideal of secularism and 

identify it with the ruling p-arty whose secular 
57 

credenti als 11 as well known, are- -more none too good .• " 

Therefore it would be naive to say a communal 

party causes a divide between Hindus and Muslims merely 

to acquire power.- More than it is an effort to alter 

the basis of power. The expansion and modern means of 

transport and commuhication, reservation of jobs for 

candidates from the deprived castes and the importance 

gained by th-e lower castes in electoral politics is 

also significant development. The development of 

certain areas have coincided ~-Ji th underdevelopment of 

vast areas., letting loose the assertion of cultural 
58 

identities in both areas. Communalism or Hindutva 

politics gain strength when these subal tera·n i denti ties 

have erupted posing a direct challenge to the pan-

Indian identity, the economic or material sources of 
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power are acquiring a dominant disposition and lower 

castes are being accommodated in developmental 

projects. 

Thou-gh it realises- the inevi tahi 1 i ty of the 

expansion o.f d.evelop.merit and the accommodation -of lower 

caste-s, it does s-o w-i t·h a sense of assurance th-at 

culture if extended as th:e b-a-sis o-f power could still 

be an effective ploy. It .gains vi gaur from the \ 

realisation that the thrust given by nationalism to a 

particular ideal og i ca1 force has not been sustained 

effectively and other forces are trying to dominate. 

Nationalism in the pre-independence period· 

sufficed with the equation of Brahmanic culture with 

national culture. However with the inevitable progress 

of development communalism comes to emphasis-e Brahmanic 

culture as the basis for identity formation of 

individuals from all castes within the Hindu fold. 

Simultaneously politics is unalterably set on a 

cultural basis. The stabilsing of the standard for 

identity formation and the heavy import of culture in 



politics seek to complement the effects of the 

and expansion of development at both the individual 

societal level. Hence the conduct of pr-e-independence 

nationalism was r-estr-ictive in its or-i€ntation to the 

aspiration of the lower- castes a-nd th.e conduct of 

communalism seems to r-e<::Bg-nLse the ir.~evitability of the 

benefits of development accr-uing to the 1 ower- cas-tes 

and tr-ies to cope with it through conceite-d 

accommodation. The upbeat is that Br-ahmanic cultur-e is 

founded as the basis of life and politics. 

* * * 
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Communalism in India is intrinsically related 

to the ex i sten-c.e of caste which is a concret.e reality. 

The caste syst-em being primarily a division of society 

based on birth and occupation, formed the criteria of 

hierarchy. In this sense it a-pp-ears as a system of 

p·roducti on relation. But resting with this description 

of caste·would allow for conclusion that wnuld contort 

the essential feature of the caste system. The 

practice of caste system was over laid by ari 

ideological system which prescribed the rules, norms 

and values of caste system. This system with all 

, sacraliging elements formed the Hindu religion. The 

important method of maintaining the caste system was 

de~ying access to religion rigidly acc9rding to the 

caste status. This could be effective if religion was 

maintained as the dominant force in society and had 

complete hold on the people. Thus inv-incibility of the 

caste system ensured that a subtle equation was 

rendered in the traditional order which was 

subordinated to culture as the source of power. Added 

to this, it was a different form of power that operated 

in a socie-ty where culture or religion was the dominant 



determinant of social orgnaisation and simultaneously 

prescribed the station and life style of the people, 

different from that implied by economic inequality or 
? 

poii tical ceoercion-. 

Thus- religion or culture was the main force 

that maintained the caste system. Further restriction 

of. tnobili·ty, extreme economic deprivation of certain 

sections, and political non-interference proved effec-

tive. The crux of social organisation was th~ hard 

bond between caste and religion. 

The trans-formation in the traditional social 

hierarchy and accommodation of the princ~ple of a new 

system of hierarchy began with the consolidation of 

British rule·. In the economic sphere the important 

changes that occured were, diversification of trade, 

industrialisation and urbanisation. This disrupted the 

localised socio-economic system, but only in that its 

localised nature was to be broken. It was no massive 

dislocation because it was the beneficiaries of the 

traditional set up who eagerly appropriated the 

benefits from the new system.· The rest were totally 
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excluded. 

One important aspect of these changes in 

India was that it had not evolved directly through the 

existing socio--economic system. It was in the nature 

of consignment that wa-s imposed and eagerly 

appropriated by the upper castes_. This .me.ant that the 

effects of the processes would initially concur with 

the traditional system. The effect on social 

relationship and the substantial benefits offered by 

the colonial changes reinforced the traditional order. 

The un~fication of India under a single 

administrative set up was another important change that 

took place in India. This sort of unity had never been 

achieved before~ but only at the level of Brahminic 

ideolo-gy. 

important 

Brahmanic 

Apart from the various sacred texts one 

indicator of the pan-Indian nature of 

ideology was the Varna theory. Seemingly 

formulated to grant rel~gious legitimation to the caste 

system there are th~ee other aspects to it which ought 

to be recognised. 



<i > Its basic nature as an abstraction of va-rious 
forms of caste divisions or as an ideal type. 

<ii > Its applicability all over India. 

(iii>The invariable 
c.omponent with 
over India. 

corresponden-ce of 
actual form of caste 

the Brahmi-n 
system all 

Thus the appropriation of the substantial 

benefits of colonial changes --by the upper castes and 

the administ-rative unification of .India shows the 

initial concurrence of modernity with tradition as 

being a tremendous boost to the Brahmins. However, the 

percolation of the benefits to the lower orders of the 

society, liberal ideas contained in it, political and 

judicial processes, and the extreme emphasis on 

economic forces brought about wide ~islocation in the 

traditional social relations and drastic change in the 

source and nature of power. 

In this context~ nationalism, as then had 

erupted was to cope with these portents of- changes. 

Limited social mobility due to the colonial modernity 

initiated the process of break up of old-er form of 

community especially those features to which religion 

had given symbolic expression. Nationalism was 



primarily an ideology contained in-.these 

change ·embodying its absoluti-sing spirit. 

India, it was to bear this utility for 

process 

However 

of 

in 

tradition. 

Though Brahmanic culture had a pan-Indi.an quaLity, its 

instrumentality in mai ntai ni n-g _an unjust system was in 

completely denying access to -it to majority o~ the 

people. 

India, 

But with the ri~e of movement in 

tbe .Brahmanic culture a-cquir-ed the status of 

national culture. This was intrinsically tyrannical to 

vast sections of the popul~tion. Again it represented 

the effort to e>-:tend cui ture as the sDurce of power 

over and against new forces. Hence it sought to 

curtail the aspirations of those sections that began to 

see hope in the changes of colonial mod-ernity. 

absolutising spirit of nationalism here bore utility 

not with regard to the general design of the e:·:pansi on 

of the benefits but 

restrictive design 

society. 

of 

to the appropriatory and 

the upper £astes of Indian 

Since anti-caste movements had by necessity a 

regional basis and character, the centralising tendency 

of the national movement ensured that such movements 



were scuttled. Backward classes movement could be 

effective and operate on an ideology churned out 

t-hrough the immed-iacies of the inJustice of c.asteism at 

the re€Ji anal 1 evel. A particular caste set up 

corresponded with a linguistic r.eg_i on. So in 

abstracting the ideology to the- national le~el it 

b:eca.me discrepant with the actual caste rei ati ons at 

the base. ·Movements having a region-al chara-cter. were 

then completely denied legitimacy or viciously 

abstracted tti the national level. And needless to say~ 

_ t.he mo\fements were invariably j i n:-:ed. Hence~ 

nationalism through diverse ways was an effective ploy 

against the aspirations of lower castes. 

Another aspect of nationalism w.as that it 

bore great danger to local and linguistic cultures. To 

deny legitimacy to the subalteran cultures nationalism 

operated on an absolutised east-west or coloniser and 

colonised dichotomy. This dichotomy which ltJent vJi th 

the interest of the upper caste~ was only the tension 

of adaptation, but when it came to the interest of the 

deprived castes~ it acquired the character of a 

cultural confrontation. 
i 

So such absolutised 



dichotomies always carried the conceit of the dominant 

sections of society. It was thus the 

con-tradiction- and -potential conflicts within 

deep 

the 

traditional order, while being affected by colonial 

changes that was being coped with, through the 

absolutised idiom of nationalism. Nat. i on~al i sm 

dichotomy_ succeeded in absolutising · east-west 

Communalism tri~s to absolutise ~indu-Muslim Divide. 

The method and purpose are same. 

Since the national movement operated against 

the interest of the masses, an historical opportunity 

to root out caste system was lost. Today communalism 

continues to play the role of nationalism in containing 

the emerg_el"'!.ce nationality question and the assertion of 

the lower castes. The centralising and homogenising 

politics of pre-independence nationalism 

institutionalised in the Constitution of India. 

Pradesh gained dominance over all other 

was 

Uttar 

states. 

Communal politics is only reinforcing this which is 

being threatened by the subalteran movements. 
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Given the complex political situation with a 

loss of a historical opportun-ity to get rid of caste, 

and the emergence o-f subal teran movement_s arti-culated 

through subarteran ~ulture the next -he_st thing ...,.auld 

b-e to organise a polity based- on h-omog-eneous culture 

-Whic-h c-aul d be based on 1 i nguistic n-ati enal i ties. 

-
Decen:tral i-sation of p.ower an-d culture, e. qual 

representation for the states in the -f-ederal set up 

should be national agenda and anti-caste agenda at the 

regional level. 

* * * 
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